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A multispectral image camera system captures image data within specific wavelength 

ranges in narrow spectral bands across the electromagnetic spectrum. In the recent 

years, image sensors integrated with multiple optical filters with narrow spectral width 

have been widely used for most of the multispectral imaging across multiple 

applications, such as area imaging, medical detection, object identification, remote 

sensing and so on. There were two kinds of multispectral imaging system reported 

before. The first one is multispectral image cameras that combines multiple cameras 

mounted with optical bandpass filters and optics with different peak wavelengths and 

their spectral width depends on applications. The second imaging system is a single 

sensor based multispectral camera that integrates multiple filters (called filter mosaic) 

on a single image sensor. The existing filter mosaic fabrication technology disclosed so 

far is using multilayer coating technique and requires highly accurate alignment with 
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micro-lithography facility. Based on this manufacturing process, each filter has to be 

fabricated separately with multiple steps, such as baking, exposure, development which 

significantly increases the fabrication complication and cost. This limits the wide use of 

this promising multispectral imaging in many applications. 

This thesis investigates the development of new low-cost single sensor based 

multispectral cameras using different filter mosaic technologies exploring plasmonics, 

multilayer coating based on heterostructured dielectrics or hybrid metal-dielectric 

structures. 

The thesis starts with an introduction, Chapter 1 presenting the filter technologies, 

simulation techniques and fabrication technologies.  This is followed by presenting a 

novel technique to enhance the transmission efficiency of plasmonic colour filters based 

on the coaxial hole array in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 demonstrates CMY camera (cyan, 

magenta and yellow) using subtractive colour mixing. A colour filter mosaic made of  

metal-dielectric-metal nanorods is developed and then integrated on a MT9P031 CMOS 

image sensor to demonstrate its performance.  In Chapter 4, the multispectral image 

camera based on a single sensor is developed using a hybrid filter mosaic integrated 

onto a Sony monochrome image sensor. Moreover, the multispectral imaging algorithm 

is used to reconstruct a colour image of a 24 - patch Macbeth Chart. Later, this image 

sensor was integrated with a DJI drone for the area imaging application. Chapter 5 

presents new multispectral filter technologies which is polarization and incident angle 

independent. Lastly, Chapter 6 presents conclusions and discusses the future research 

directions. Appendix presents an optical bandpass filter mosaic and multispectral 

camera based on a mass producible filter technology with spectral width of only 17nm 

in the near IR wavelength and this technology is confidential and licensed as a trade 
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secret to the University of Melbourne. Therefore, only parts of the technology is 

disclosed in the appendix due to a company formation (PIXsensor). 
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List of Contributions 

The contributions or innovations of this thesis are presented below: 

(1)  The coaxial hole array based plasmonic colour filters have 

advantages such as fine wavelength tuneability, use of single 

nanoscale metal layer, incident angle insensitive and polarization 

independent. However, this kind of structure has limited 

transmission efficiency, due to the peak wavelength depends on the 

spacing (details in Chapter 2) that is around 10nm, which results in a 

transmission efficiency less than 10%. Therefore, there needs a way 

to enhance the transmission efficiency. I have developed a new 

strategy to enhance the transmission efficiency of the coaxial hole 

array based plasmonic colour filters without compromising their 

advantages. 

(2) CMY colour camera is different from the RGB counterpart where the 

subtractive colours cyan, magenta and yellow are used.  In RGB space, 

a red filter transmits only about 1/3 of the visible light as the 

remaining light is absorbed in the filter (only red light pass through 

the filter). In general, CMY colour filters pass approximately twice the 

spectral power compared to RGB filters and so are promising 

candidates for low-light imaging applications. Examples include 
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astronomical imaging, of nebula and the like, that are characterized 

by weak images against a dark background. Conventional CMY colour 

filters made of pigments and dyes are limited in performance for the 

next generation image sensors with submicron pixel size. This is 

because the conventional CMY filters cannot be fabricated in 

nanoscale as they use their absorption properties to subtract colours. 

Since the image companies started making the submicron pixel 

image sensors (for example, Sony’s 800 nm pixel sensor media 

announcement), there is an urgency for different CMY colour filter 

technologies suitable for the submicron pixels. I have developed a 

new CMY camera using polarization independent nanoscale CMY 

colour filter mosaic made of Al-TiO2-Al nanorods integrated on a 

MT9P031 CMOS image sensor, and the colour imaging is 

demonstrated with the standard 12 colour Macbeth colourchecker.  

(3) Multispectral imaging has wide applications in the area imaging, 

medical care, precision agriculture and so on. There are two kinds of 

multispectral imaging system (shown in Chapter 1). The first one 

combines multiple cameras, each of them is mounted with optical 

bandpass filters and optics. This makes them heavy, power hungry 

and will create image coregistration problem. The second one is 
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single sensor based multispectral camera (SSMC) using a filter mosaic 

that has multiple filter bands. This SSMC overcomes the limitations 

of the conventional MCs.  They are much lighter compared with the 

former one, but each filter has different thickness that requires “n” 

manufacturing process, where n is the number of bands (filters). This 

makes the SSMCs very expensive due to complexity of their 

manufacturing. I have developed a filter mosaic technology where all 

the bands in the filter mosaic can be fabricated in a single stage.  

Furthermore, the filter mosaic was integrated onto a Sony 

monochrome image sensor to make a SSMC. I have demonstrated 

the performance using a Macbeth color chart and by retrieving 

individual bands from the Macbeth chart. The SSMC was then fitted 

onto a DJI drone to demonstrate its imaging capabilities in a field. 

(4) I have demonstrated another multispectral filter mosaic technology 

based on computational simulations in Chapter 5. This new filter 

technology only requires single exposure fabrication for all the bands. 

Moreover, this kind of technology is also polarization and incident 

angle independent. 

(5) Appendix demonstrates my IP disclosure (licensed for PIXsensor 

company formation). The multispectral camera with different 
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number of bands (from 3 to 6) is developed using a novel filter mosaic 

design and fabrication strategy using mass producible, 

photolithography. The peak wavelength varies from 500nm to 

900nm with spectral width at FWHM from 17nm to 50nm. This 

multispectral camera is then used to analyse plant conditions. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1. Background 

1.1 Conventional Colour Filters and Image Sensors 

Since the first colour digital camera came to the market in 20th century, image sensor 

research has enjoyed a boom time. The image sensor in camera is the essential part that 

converts an optical signal to digital. This digital signal can then further be processed for 

the colour reconstruction, resulting in a colour image. 

The resolution of an image sensor is directly determined by the number of pixels. In a 

typical array, such as the one shown below in Figure 1.1, for example, a microlens array 

is positioned on top in order to focus the incident light [1-10]. The focused light will then 

reach the colour filter array (CFA), and only the desired colour of light, i.e., that in a 

particular band of wavelengths, will pass through this layer to be collected by the 

photodetector (PD). Subsequent steps may include additional analog processing or 

analog to digital conversion [1-14], followed by colour reconstruction and the 

application of interpolation, or smoothing algorithms (also called “demosaicing”). 

Additionally, the black matrix within the structure shown in Figure 1.1 below acts to 

isolate adjacent pixels when integrating the CFA onto the substrate.  

 

Figure 1.1 2D schematic of pixel structure. 
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One example of the integration of CFA onto an image sensor can be found in [8], and 

the process is illustrated below: 

 

Figure 1.2 Manufacturing process for fabricating conventional colour filter on a thin 

dielectric substrate. 

In the CFA fabrication outlined in Figure 1.2, a very thin dielectric, typically Si3N4 or SiO2 

is used to form the substrate, which is in direct contact with the PD within the image 

sensor. Therefore, a thinner dielectric substrate results in the less spatial crosstalk 

between adjacent pixels, and, ideally, the CFA should directly contact the PD. There are 

many different kinds of conventional colour filter material, most of them company-

confidential. An organic polymer-based colour resist is used here as an example. This 

colour filter material can be spin-coated onto a substrate and behaves like a negative 

photo resist in that the part exposed by the UV light will remain after the development 

and baking. The colour resist would become harder when exposed UV light, usually, the 

exposure time must be well tested, too long or short exposure time results in a unperfect 

exposed shape. Moreover, the developing time must be very accuracy within 1s 

tolerance, more or less time could introduce the size of the developed area becomes 

larger or smaller, respectively. The baking temperature should also be verified, too high 
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temperature would melt the colour resist rather than make it stay on the substrate. So 

the colour resist material is sensitive to the UV radiation and some chemical solutions 

like developer. The same steps need to be used for all the remaining filters. Thus, during 

the UV exposure, the mask must be carefully aligned, both with the underlying PD and 

with the adjacent layers. Finally, a thin dielectric layer is deposited resulting in a flat 

surface on which the microlens array can be integrated. In some of the commercial work 

that has been disclosed, ITO is used for this layer [8].  

I have undertaken a preliminary experiment to investigate the structure and properties 

of a typical CFA and microlens array. Here, the image sensor of a CANON 1000D camera 

was used and was removed after disassembling the camera (Figure 1.3a-c). The lowpass 

filter (UV block filter) was removed with knife, and the protective glass was also removed 

with laser cutter (Figure 1.3d). 

 

Figure 1.3 Process to remove the image sensor out from the camera 
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Figure 1.4 The experiments with image sensor of CANON 1000D camera (a) After Bayer 

layer removal, (b) Microscopic image of the microlens array, CFA and PD, (c) PD 

measurement with SEM, (d) Height measurement with optical profilometry. 

The next step is to remove the bayer layer from the image sensor. Firstly, the image 

sensor was exposed to an oxygen plasma with 50W power for two hours, which softened 

the microlens array and colour filter layers sufficiently to allow them to be easily 

removed with a purpose-built wooden scraper (Figure 1.4a). In the microscope image 

shown in Figure 1.4b, the microlens array and CFA are totally removed on the left side, 

while only the microlens array was removed from the area in the center of the image. 

In Figure 1.4c, a scanning electron microscopy (FEI NovaNanoSEM-430) was used to 

image the PD under each pixel more accurately. It was observed that the sensitive area 

is about 70% of the overall pixel size of 5.6µm X 5.6µm indicating that in order to avoid 

3.7 µm

(a) (b)

(c)

Photodetector CFA Microlens Array

(d)
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introducing spatial crosstalk, the tolerance for misalignment between the CFA and PD 

must be less than 1.7µm. In Figure 1.4d, an optical profilometer (Bruker Contour GT-I) 

was used to measure the thickness of CFA, which was found to be approximately 1.5µm. 

So according to the measurement, the minimum required colour resist volume to 

produce different colour is V = s × h = d2 × h = 5.62 × 1.5 = 0.04704ml. 

Therefore, it could be concluded that the conventional colour filters have the following 

disadvantage [15-23]: materials (or at least the ones that have been disclosed to date) 

seem to be sensitive to the UV light and some chemical solution, such as developer, it 

also would become unstable at elevated temperatures. The organic dye based material 

requires certain volume to produce different scattering colours, which results in a large 

thickness of 1.5µm has potential to produce more spatial crosstalk between adjacent 

pixels when the pixel size is reduced to submicron-meter scale. Finally, the CFA 

manufacturing requires multiple steps for each filter, and therefore increases the 

fabrication cost and complication when the number of filters increases.  

1.2 Multispectral Imaging System and its Applications 

1.2.1 Current Multispectral Imaging System in the Market 

The concept of a multispectral imaging system (MIS) was invented decades ago and 

since then has attracted much research across a range of applications. MIS captures 

images in narrow spectral bands across the electromagnetic spectrum. Depending on 

the application, the spectral width varies between 10 nm and 90 nm. 

Generally, there have been three broad classes of MIS organisation reported previously. 

The first uses a narrow band illuminator [30-33]. In this case, the most general (i.e., cost 

effective) image sensors in the market can be employed as long as their sensitive 

wavelength covers their range of interest. Therefore, the key technology driver to 
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narrow down the target by reducing the FWHM operates on the transmitter (illuminator) 

rather than the receiver (sensor). 

The second is called “push-broom” MIS in which the incident light is split into multiple 

bands with different peak wavelengths and small FWHM. While a simple prism can act 

as a beam splitter, the optical system in this MIS can still be very complicated because it 

often needs multiple reflections with many prisms. Therefore, the whole imaging system 

becomes very bulky, as demonstrated in [34].  

The third class of MIS uses narrow bandpass optical filters and avoids the need for 

additional illuminators or a complicated optical system. This type of MIS can either use 

a simple optical filter wheel with a single camera [27] or associate the separate bandpass 

filters with multiple cameras [35-36]. However, these may still exhibit large size and 

weight that can limit their applications. In both cases, these MIS systems results in image 

co-registration problems. In the optical filter wheel case, the narrow band images 

corresponding to a single “shot” are separated in time, thus causing problems with 

overlapping moving targets and the like. In systems with multiple cameras, each of the 

images is taken from a slightly different field of view. In either case, significant further 

image processing will be required [37-40].  

Single sensor based multispectral image systems have emerged recently onto the 

market [41-43]. This class of MIS integrates the narrow bandpass filter array directly on 

the image sensor. However, while in most cases the details of the specific filter 

technology is carefully guarded trade secret, some narrow bandpass filter patents plus 

work from IMEC [41] reveal filter structures based on multilayer coatings. In this case, 

the peak wavelength can be tuned by varying material thickness. As a result, each filter 

has a unique thickness, and the fabrication process required to integrate the filter array 
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onto the image sensor would be similar to the conventional colour image sensor 

technology. The number of processing steps is directly proportional to the number of 

bands, which will significantly increase the fabrication cost and complexity for 

multispectral systems. 

1.2.2 Applications of Multispectral Imaging System (MIS) 

Examples include MiDAR project funded by National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), which combines narrow band transmitter and receiver system. 

The objective is to explore aspects of the Earth from the air such as detecting the 

position of mines. It also has the ability to investigate the underwater conditions [24].  

Normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) is a common measure in remote sensing 

for agriculture. As healthy leaves emit more NIR light than dead or stressed leaves [29], 

agriculture research is able to use drones integrated with MIS to over- fly crop regions 

and quickly determine NDVI based on the equation: NDVI =
(NIR−R)

(NIR+R)
. In this way, it 

becomes easy to evaluate plant condition in real time and predict important parameters, 

such as the harvest rate.  

MIS also plays an important role in the Healthcare area. MIS techniques operating in the 

NIR and red edge wavelengths are currently used in hospitals to locate the position of 

veins [25]. As the NIR light can penetrate the skin and increase the contrast between 

blood and skin, images of the vein under the skin can be easily found and superimposed 

on top of the skin. It also can detect disease within some structures in the body [26-28], 

such as distinguishing the ulcer and erythematous regions. 
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2. Literature Review on Optical filters 

This section would focus on different optical filter design with dielectric based structure 

(e.g. prism, multilayer coating, dielectric GMRF) and metal containing based structure 

(e.g. plasmonic filter). 

2.1 Optical System based on the Prism/Beam Splitter 

Colour camera imaging systems based on interference filters were developed many 

years ago-as early as 1965 [44-45]. These optical filters are conventionally set up to 

transmit red, green and blue colours, as these are the basic colours in the additive model. 

With different combinations of RGB, other colours can be produced. Therefore, this 

camera system has three interference filters and three sensors to collect the optical 

intensity value, results in a large, bulky system.  

Beam splitting based optics have also been used in the MIS systems [46]. The beam 

splitter is composed of mirrors and prisms that can transmit and reflect the desired light 

of interest. The transmitted and reflected light is then filtered by a Bragg grating, where 

λ = 2dcosϕ, λ is the desired peak wavelength, d is the grating pitch size, ϕ is the angle 

of incident light. 

2.2 Multilayer Coating 

2.2.1 Fabry–Pérot (FP) Etalon and its Applications in the Optical Filtering 

The basic structure of the FP etalon is shown in Figure 1.5. Here, the center medium 

has a smaller refractive index n2 than two outer layers (n1). Normally, a very thin 

metallic layer would be deposited on the two inner sides of the middle medium to 

reduce the light leakage.  
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Figure 1.5 The basic structure of the FP etalon 

The path difference between two adjacent refraction light is defined as: Δ =

n2(ab + bc) − n1(ad) = 2n2dcos(α), while the relative phase change is: 𝜂 =
2𝜋

𝜆
𝛥 =

4𝜋n2dcos(α)

𝜆
. Thus the transmitted power is maximized when 𝜂 = 2𝑚𝜋, for m is integer, 

if it is assumed that the incident angle is 0, then α = 0 so that the peak wavelength is 

given by 𝜆 =
2n2𝑑

𝑚
, m is integer, m=1,2,3…etc. 

Further, the metallic coatings can also be replaced by other metal dielectric materials 

that act as antireflective layer and has the thickness of 
𝜆

4𝑛
, where n is the refractive index 

of the antireflective layer. Many metal-dielectric-metal (MDM) resonators have been 

proposed to reduce the reflections have also been used for colour filtering [49], as 

absorber layers [50-52] and antireflection coatings [53-56]. 

As mentioned above, the mirror does not need to be metallic, but dielectric material 

can also be used as a mirror. In this case, the large refractive index difference between 

two adjacent layers is the factor to produce the narrow band filters. In [57], the mirror 

is made of combinations of dielectric materials with larger refractive index material (i.e., 

TiO2) surrounding a smaller one (i.e., in SiO2 or MgO). As a result, the FWHM was 

reduced to 10nm and this kind of structure can be thought of narrow bandpass filter. An 
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alternative structure presented in [58] is based on a double FP with a silver mirror and 

a cavity formed from Ta2O5, which results in a FWHM of 50nm. And by replacing 

dielectric in the middle with photoresist, the FWHM could also be reduced to less than 

50nm [59]. 

2.2.2 Photonic Bandgap and its Applications in the Optical Filtering 

A multilayer film structure based on one-dimensional photonic crystals was introduced 

by John et.al in [60-61]. The propagation speed of light will change in different 

dielectrics according to the equation: ck = ω(k)n, where n is the refractive index of 

dielectric, k is the wavevector that is periodic in the 1D photonic crystal structure with 

a period of 2π/p, and p is the period of the multilayer. When light propagates through 

this multilayer structure, two adjacent layers with different refractive indices will 

create a photonic band gap. Note as Δω, the mode with the frequency in the bandgap 

will be rejected, therefore light with the corresponding wavelength will be rejected. 

The gap to mid-gap ratio can be approximated as 
𝛥𝜔

𝜔𝑚
≈

sin(
π𝑙1
p
)𝛥𝑛2

𝜋𝑛2
, where 𝜔𝑚 is the 

mid-gap frequency and n is the smaller refractive index of the adjacent two layers. It is 

clear that this ratio will reach maximum when 
𝑙1

𝑝
=

1

2
. The bandgap will increase as the 

refractive index difference becomes larger. In other words, if layer 1 as has the 

refractive index n1 and thickness l1 and its adjacent layer 2 with n2 and l2, then when 

l1n1=l2n2, the gap size will be maximized and therefore the incident light will produce a 

very narrow spectrum. Such an effect can be used to create narrow bandpass optical 

filters. 

Normally, photonic crystal structures are analysed by considered all layers to be 

formed from dielectric materials. Prior proposals [60-62] in which the adjacent layers 
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are made up of pairs of Si/SiO2 layers repeated 12 times have shown significantly 

reduced values of FWHM. In [63], the Metallic Photonic Bandgap structure is repeated 

40 times to further reduce the FWHM. Some patents on narrow bandpass filters with 

multilayer structure were also presented in [64- 70]. 

2.3 Optical Filter with Dielectric Nanostructure  

2.3.1 Dielectric Guided-mode-resonance Filter (GMRF) 

The Photonic bandgap filter is based on a dielectric multilayer repeating in the vertical 

direction. In contrast, the unit nanostructure of the dielectric GMRF repeats in the 

horizontal direction shown in the Figure 1.6, below. As shown, the permittivity of the 

top layer and the spacing around the grating (medium 1) is 𝜀1, while 𝜀2 and 𝜀3 are the 

permittivity of the grating and substrate (medium 2 nd 3), respectively. 

 

Figure 1.6 2D structure of GMRF in [71] 

In this GMRF, 𝜀2 = 𝜀𝑔 + 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(
2𝜋

𝑃
𝑥), where A is the amplitude P is the pitch (period) of 

the grating [71]. Therefore, the condition of the GMRF is given by: 

𝜀2 > 𝜀𝑔 > 𝜀1, 𝜀3. 

In [72], a single SiN grating layer forming a 1D GMRF was demonstrated a FWHM of less 

than 1nm while in [73], a double grating structure was also introduced to decrease the 
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FWHM. However, these techniques may only be able to suppress secondary peaks and 

produce a sharp peak at certain peak wavelengths within a short range (less than 10nm). 

By sealing the dielectric grating with another material (e.g. SiO2…), as shown in Figure 

1.7 below, and also increasing the refractive index difference between nH and nL [74], 

it is possible to achieve a FWHM of less than 1nm as well as suppressing other peaks 

across the visible wavelength range. This types of structures could become more 

effective when the peak wavelength can be more easily tuned. Further, 2D GMRFs have 

also been proposed as good candidates for narrow band filters [75-77]. However, this 

kind of filters only work in the reflection mode and cannot be used for the multispectral 

filter. 

 

Figure 1.7 Improved dielectric GMRF structure in [74] 

 

2.3.2 Silicon Nanowire 

The optical properties of some dielectric nanowires depends on their radius r and the 

refractive index n of the material with the relationship [78]: λ ≈
2πrn

p
, p=1,2,3… This 
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equation can also be used for dielectric nanorod, resonator or nanodisk structures, even 

at larger sizes. It may even be valid when the dielectric material with large refractive 

index exhibits high confinement modes. Silicon has a large refractive index (as high as 

4), and is therefore suitable for use in colour filtering [78-83]. A multispectral filter based 

on Si nanowire was presented in [80] and used to perform multispectral imaging. A 

colour image could be reconstructed from the multispectral camera based on the 

integration of the Si nanowire array onto a monochrome image sensor and, by using NIR 

illumination, objects behind a black screen could be observed by analysing the data from 

NIR band of the multispectral camera [80]. 
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Figure 1.8 Schematic of nanowire based multispectral filter and its microscope images 

[80]. 

 

2.4 Plasmonic Filter 

It has been observed that light can be diffracted to different wavelength light while 

passing through a small metallic hole less than 100nm in diameter [47-48]. The holes 

may be circular, rectangular, even non-regular in structure. Regardless of the shape, its 

behaviour can be described and predicted in terms of Plasmonic theory, which 

comprises two cases. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) occurs if the plasmon is excited 

and propagated at the interface between the metal and dielectric. Additionally, localized 

surface plasmons (LSP) are evident when the excited plasmons are not propagating at 

the surface of the metallic nanoparticle (e.g. nanosphere, nanodisk) but it is still coupling 

to the electromagnetic field [84]. For the SPP, the propagation constant be written as: 

β = k0√
ε1ε2

ε1+ε2
, k0 =

ω

c
=

2πc

λ

c
=

2π

λ
, Whereas for the LSP case, the peak wavelength 

mostly depends on the size, such as the radius of the nanosphere or nanodisk. 

2.4.1 Plasmonic Filter based on the Metallic Nanoslit Grating 

For the metallic nanoslit grating structure, the propagation constant while considering 

the first scattering order is β = ±
2π

P
+ k0sinθ, where P is the period of the grating and 

θ is the incident angle. When the angle of incidence of the light is normal to the sensor 

surface, θ = 0. So that: k0√
ε1ε2

ε1+ε2
=

2π

P
, then λ = P√

ε1ε2

ε1+ε2
. Thus it can be seen that the 

peak wavelength is proportional to the grating period. 
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Based on this theory, the influence on the optical transmission efficiency with grating 

thickness has been investigated [85]. Many colour filters based on metallic grating has 

been proposed and analysed. For example, in [22], a 1D Ag nanoslit grating on the quartz 

was shown to reach 60% transmission efficiency while producing subtractive colour 

primaries: yellow, magenta and cyan. More recently, a MDM nanoslit grating was also 

shown to produce additive colours, such as red, green and blue colour [86-87]. Metal 

nanoslit gratings have also been used for the narrow bandpass filters with smaller 

FWHM [23, 88-90]. The dual MDM grating filter (repeating in the horizontal direction) 

exhibits a FWHM of 64nm at a wavelength around 1500nm [23].  

 

Figure 1.9 Schematic of multispectral filter based on dual MDM grating [23]. 
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The MDMDM nanoslit grating (i.e., double MDM repeating in the vertical direction) 

proposed in [88], has a minimum FWHM of less than 30nm while a simple Al nanoslit on 

a Al2O3 buffer layer has been shown to reduce the FWHM to around 14nm [90]. 

 

Figure 1.10 Schematic of MDM and MDMDM nanoslit grating and their results [88]. 

 

Figure 1.11 Schematic of multispectral filter based on Al nanoslit on a Al2O3 buffer 

layer 

However, a major problem with the metallic nanoslit grating is that it is polarization 

dependent that could be described as the spectrum under TE wave would be different 

from that under TM wave, which was proved from the theory and experiments [15-23, 

44-45, 84]. This feature may be a disadvantage for imaging applications if the incident 
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light is polarized. Consequently, the optical system may need additional optics, such as 

a polarizer. When the incident light combines TE and TM wave. In such cases, where 

one polarization mode is blocked and thus only one is effective, the available optical 

power is reduced by half. 

2.4.2 Plasmonic Filter based on the Metallic Nanohole Array 

There are two common arrangements of metallic nanohole array: square and hexagonal. 

The propagation constant (β) of both of these topologies can be described as [47]: 

β = K0sinθ ± nGx + nGy = K0sinθ ± (n + m)
2π

p
 and the peak wavelength (λ) will be 

given for square array: λ =
P

√
4

3
(n2+m2)

√
ε1ε2

ε1+ε2
 and hexagonal hole array: λ =

P

√
4

3
(n2++nm+m2)

√
ε1ε2

ε1+ε2
, where n and  m are the scattering order, ε1  and ε2  are the 

dielectric constant of the dielectric and metal.  

These models have been used previously to analyse the behaviour of plasmonic colour 

filters formed from hexagonal hole arrays in aluminium films [15, 18, 91-94]. The FWHM 

has been shown to vary from 90nm to 180nm while the peak wavelength is the red 

region. Moreover, a plasmonic colour filter formed using a hexagonal hole arrangement 

is polarization independent and has higher transmission efficiency than the square array 

[18]. 

Most recently, a large plasmonic colour filter array was fabricated and integrated on a 

monochrome CMOS image sensor. After the image processing steps such as 

demosaicing, white balance and gamma correction, a full colour image could be 

reconstructed [93]. 
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Multispectral filters based on metallic hole arrays have been presented that operate at 

visible and NIR wavelengths [21, 95-96]. A nanohole array inserted in gold film was 

fabricated with EBL patterning followed by wet etching [96]. The measured FHWM is 

around 100nm with 60% transmission efficiency. This multispectral filter has been 

integrated with an optical system, including a telecentric lens and CMOS image sensor, 

to image leaf at different wavelengths. Another multispectral filter based on a gold 

nanohole array was fabricated on a GaAs substrate for the mid IR imaging which is from 

7µm to 14µm. It is assembled with a thermal camera in a black body, to reconstruct 

images of hot metal objects under 100°C [96]. The FWHM is around 450nm. 

2.4.3 Plasmonic Filter based on the Metallic Nanoparticle 

The optical properties of metallic nanoparticles can be represented by the LSP theory, 

in which the resonant wavelength is strongly determined by its size, rather than the 

period [84, 97-102]. Note that the resonant wavelength here is the valley wavelength, 

the region of minimum transmission. The resulting colour is subtractive colours, such as 

cyan, magenta and yellow, but not additive colours like red, green blue. Examples 

includes arrays using aluminium disks [98-99], silver disks [100] and gold nanorods [102]. 

The 40nm Ag disk colour filter has maximum transmission efficiency around 60%, and 

its resonant wavelength remains constant across a range of incident angles up to 80° 

[100]. Even though the first peak would reduce but has little effect on the produced 

colour. Even the spectrum of the 20nm Al disk in [98-99] shows no changes as the 

incident angle varies from 0° to 70°. The reason is probably the thinner disk is more 

symmetrical than the thicker disk and therefore more insensitive to the incident angle. 

Therefore, most LSP based structures are polarization independent and incident angle 

insensitive, except some structures with larger thickness such as nanorod, which offers 
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an advantage over SPP based filters. Moreover, they also transfer much larger optical 

power levels than the additive colour filter, making them better suited for the 

photographic targets with extremely dark background. However, there have been no 

subtractive colour filters integrated on the image sensors for colour imaging introduced 

before, and this will be the subject of Chapter 3. 

2.4.4 Plasmonic Filter based on the Metallic Apertures 

The theory of single coaxial hole inserted in the metal film was derived in a sphere 

coordinate [103] and the peak wavelength is determined by the spacing in the coaxial 

holes, but not the hole size or the period. The wavelength dependent propagation 

constant is: 𝛽 =
𝑚𝜋−𝜑

𝑑
, where m=1, 2, 3,…etc, 𝜑 is the reflection phase, d is the thickness 

of the metal film [19]. 

Coaxial hole structures also exhibit the Metal-Dielectric-Metal FP effect, and so will also 

result in a narrow-band spectrum. In [103], a filter was presented where the peak 

wavelength varied from 500nm to 650nm, as the spacing between Au coaxial hole 

changes from 20 to 40nm. The minimum FWHM observed was 40nm [103]. However, 

the maximum transmission efficiency of this kind of structure is usually smaller than 20% 

because of the small spacing [103-105]. The plasmonic coaxial holes also have high 

tolerance to incident angle (FFOV up to 80°) and the array is polarization independent. 

To compensate for the disadvantage of the small transmission efficiency, this thesis 

provides a solution in Chapter 2 [17]. 

2.5 Other colour imaging techniques 

It is worth mentioning another imaging technique called multi-colour imager [106]. Different 

from colour filtering technology, the multi-colour imager uses wavelength-dependent 
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absorbers. The multispectral imaging system could be created by designing multispectral 

detectors, that is a different research field. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Colour filters with various structures and materials have been previously described for 

which the peak wavelength can be tuned to pass different colours by changing thickness 

of each layer. These include Fabry–Pérot based filters [49-56, 58], photonic bandgap 

filters [59-62], dielectric multilayer [57, 64-70]). While in some periodic arrays, the peak 

wavelength is proportional to the pitch size (e.g. dielectric GMRF [71-77], plasmonic 

grating [22-23, 85-90], nanohole array [15-16, 18, 20-21, 91-96]). For some metallic 

nanoparticle (e.g. silicon nanowire [78-83], nanodisk [97-100], nanorod [101], 

nanorectangular [102]), their sizes would determine the peak wavelength. And in some 

metallic apertures, the peak wavelength relates to the spacing (e.g. coaxial hole [103-

105]). However, the maximum transmission efficiency of this kind of structure is usually 

smaller than 20% because of the small spacing [103-105]. The plasmonic coaxial holes 

also have high tolerance to incident angle (FFOV up to 80°) and the array is polarization 

independent. To compensate for the disadvantage of the small transmission efficiency, 

this thesis provides a solution in Chapter 2 [17]. 

Different strategies have been employed to reduce the spectral width (FWHM) of the 

narrow bandpass filters were presented. Most early proposals were based on the 

dielectric GMRF, for which the FWHM could be less than 1nm. However, this technique 

covers only cover a limited range of wavelengths and the peak wavelength cannot be 

easily tuned [71-74]. Later the multilayer coating technologies with tens of layers were 

introduced [57, 64-70]. The main advantages of this structure is that the peak 

wavelength can be finely tuned by changing the thickness. While this can be achieved 
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precisely using atomic layer deposition (ALD), it requires multiple steps for a large 

multispectral filter array and extremely accurate alignment between stages during 

fabrication.  

The next stage in the development of multispectral imaging saw the introduction of 

narrow bandpass filters formed from silicon nanowires were integrated onto a 

monochrome image sensor. The primary disadvantage of this technique is its large 

FWHM i.e., larger than 90nm in the proposals to date [80]. Metallic nanoslit grating 

filters have been shown to have a FWHM of around 20nm [23, 90], but may require 

additional optics to block one polarization component of the incident light, which then 

halves the incident optical power. Moreover, to date there has been only one report 

[107] describing the use of a nanoslit grating in front of an optical system, in this case, 

the filter was not closely integrated with the image sensor and required very 

complicated software post-processing to create the image.  

A metallic nanohole based narrow bandpass filter was analysed using simulation in [21] 

and was predicted have a FWHM less than 50nm. Further, narrow metallic nanohole 

arrays have been fabricated and integrated with a bulky optical system to perform the 

imaging. These were shown to have FWHM values around 100nm in the visible and NIR 

wavelength [95] and 400nm at mid-IR wavelengths [96]. At this point in time there has 

been no previous work demonstrating the integration multispectral filter array using a 

single exposure fabrication methodology onto a standard image sensor to perform 

multispectral imaging. This is the focus of Chapter 4 in this thesis. 
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3 Optical Material 

This section would analyse the general material used in the optical filter concluded in 

the literature review above, such as Fabry–Pérot based filters, photonic bandgap filters, 

plasmonic grating, nanohole array, metallic nanoparticle and metallic apertures. 

For the multilayer structure, including Fabry–Pérot based filters, photonic bandgap filter, 

dielectric multilayer. The choice of the material highly depends on the operating 

wavelength of the optical filter. For example, if the optical filter is working in the visible 

wavelength (from 400nm to 700nm), then the dielectric material, such as SiO2, MgO, 

Ta2O5, TiO2 and others that could be transparent in this wavelength range [108]. Among 

them, TiO2 can have the largest refractive index of 3.2 in some case [56], which could 

have larger refractive index difference with SiO2 (1.42), and therefore becomes common 

material for this multilayer structure. E-beam evaporator, sputter, PECVD, ALD and Ion 

beam deposition (IBD) are general deposition facility. In this specific case (Multilayer), 

the roughness is the biggest challenge, if one layer deposition is not flat enough, the 

layers above it will not be smooth as well and even worse. From the facilities above, ALD 

could give a most smooth surface, as it deposits the material in atom scale, but this 

results in a slowest deposition rate among them. E-beam evaporator seems to be most 

common deposition facility in the academic research centers, as it has most 

nanofabrication applications (such as lift off process) that cannot be done with other 

deposition facilities. Moreover, E-beam evaporator can control the deposition rate and 

roughness well, but the layers may not condense closely, which would significantly 

decrease the optical properties of the multilayer based filter. The solution is to use the 

Ion assist (normally Argon gas) while doing the deposition [108]. 
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For optical filters using Plasmonics theory, metal material is the most important part. 

Au, Ag and Al are common material for the plasmonic filter operating in the visible and 

NIR wavelength (from 400nm to 1000nm) [109], as chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), tungsten 

(W), and titanium (Ti) would introduce less transmission efficiency and broad spectrum 

because of its lossy optical property [110]. While Au may not support resonance 

wavelength larger than 550nm, thus cannot be used for generating the blue and green 

colours. Ag would be quickly oxidized within two weeks. Moreover, Au and Ag have bad 

adhesion on most substrates, such as quartz (SiO2), sapphire (Al2O3). They need 

additional seed layer (such as Cr, Ti), these material may reduce the transmission 

efficiency and wider the spectrum linewidth as introduced before [111]. There exists 

some structures not using seed layer between Au or Ag and dielectric substrate, but the 

filter area are quite small and not practical for the imaging applications [23]. Al has been 

well known as CMOS compatible material, on the contrary, it does not need seed layer, 

and the colour filters made of Al also have high transmission efficiency for more than 

40% [92-93]. 

 

4 Research Methods 

4.1 Simulation Methods 

The simulation software used in the project is COMSOL Multiphysics based on the finite 

element methods (FEM) [112]. For example, in the figure below, the 1D curve structure 

can be divided into small pieces and represented with differential equations. The same 

method can be applied into 2D and 3D structures, resulting in a mesh (see 4.1.3). 

Moreover, COMSOL is a powerful software that can simulate applications in the 
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mechanical engineering, chemistry, even nuclear reactor. In this thesis, radio frequency 

(RF) module is used to design the filter, and this section would explain the simulation 

methods used in the projects in details.  

 

 

Figure 1.12 theory of differential equation in 1D domain 

4.1.1 Geometrical Structure and Material 

The first step to do simulation is to construct the geometrical structure. A simple 

simulation example is shown below, the top and bottom parts are perfect matched 

layers (PML), its function would be introduced in the next section. The middle part is 

used to construct the filter, where complicated geometric structure can be designed 

and built. The rest two parts indicate top coating and the substrate (bottom part in 

green). If there is no coating on the top of the filter (which means top is air), then 

semi-infinite conditions can be applied [18], where perfect electric conductor (PEC) 

and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) conditions are applied to the layer or boundary 

perpendicular to the direction of electric field and magnetic field, respectively. Their 

theory would be presented in the next section. 
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Figure 1.13 Example using COMSOL in 2D and 3D 

Material property can be used for the layers in 2D models and domains in 3D models. 

Refractive index is a very important material property to design the optical filters. In 

material library in the COMSOL software, these parameters can be directly used. 

However, the same material deposited with different deposition methods under 

various environment can be quite different. Therefore, it is much better to measure 

the exact material property with characteristic facilities, such as ellipsometer. Then 

these data can be imported to COMSOL with interpolation function. For example, the 

real and imaginary part for Al can be defined as Al_Re and Al_Im, respectively. Later in 

the material section, Al refractive index can be expressed as Al_Re(lamd[1/nm]) and 

Al_Im(lamd[1/nm]) and define the relative layers in 2D models or domains in 3D 

models, where lamd is the wavelength. 

4.1.2 Boundary Conditions 

With COMSOL software, several boundary conditions need to be set correctly, different 

from other simulation software (e.g. FDTD), the incorrect setting could alert users, 

COMSOL would still give the results that can be not right. Generally, there are 7 kinds of 

boundary conditions in the RF model which are perfect matched layers (PML), scattering 

boundary conditions (SBC), port boundary conditions, perfect electric conductor (PEC) 
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conditions, perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) conditions, periodic boundary conditions 

(PBC) and transition boundary condition (TBC). 

4.1.2.1 Perfect Matched Layer (PML) and Scattering Boundary Condition (SBC) 

PML has the ability to absorb the reflected light which may be caused by metal material, 

and therefore exists secondary light source to transmit through the simulation structure, 

which causes wrong results. However, as mentioned before, these wrong results may 

be not alerted by the software. To further absorb the reflected light, SBC should be 

applied around PMLs. Lastly, PML should be applied on the top and bottom of the whole 

simulation blocks [113] shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 1.14 Example of using SBC with COMSOL 

4.1.2.2 Port Boundary Condition (PBC) 

Port boundary conditions are used for the boundaries (in 2D) or the layers (3D) to excite 

or stop light. Various predefined light sources can be chosen, which are numeric, 

rectangular and periodic. Users can also define their preferred source in the port mode 

setting, where the direction of electric or magnetic field, propagation constant k =
ω

c
=

2πnc

λ

c
=

2πn

λ
 (n is the refractive index of the layer or domain where exciting and stop the 

light) and phase direction can be defined. While applying PML on the top and bottom, 
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the interior slit needs to be activated and appropriate direction needs to be set as shown 

below: 

 

Figure 1.15 Example of using port boundary condition with COMSOL 

4.1.2.3 Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) Condition and Perfect Magnetic Conductor 

(PMC) Condition 

The theory of PEC conditions and PMC conditions can be described below [113]: 

For PEC: 𝐧 × 𝐄 = 𝟎 

Which indicates the electric field perpendicular to this layer or boundary can be 

absorbed. 

For PMC: 𝐧 ×𝐌 = 𝟎 

Which indicates the magnetic field perpendicular to this layer or boundary can be 

absorbed. 

PEC and PMC can be used together for the semi-infinite layer/domain, assume the 

electric field of incident light source is x direction, while the magnetic field is y direction. 

Therefore, PEC and PMC can be applied as following [18]: 
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Figure 1.16 Example of using PEC and PMC with COMSOL 

4.1.2.4 Periodic Boundary Condition and Transition Boundary Condition 

PBC can be applied to the boundaries and layers that surround the filter structure, which 

repeats the block inside and can significantly reduce the computational time [113]. An 

example is shown below: 

 

Figure 1.17 Example of using PBC with COMSOL 

TBC can be used for the layers that are too thin in the whole geometric structure, such 

as the adhesion layer for the optical filter [113]. Moreover, the refractive index can also 

be set for this thin layer and no mesh will be required. 

4.1.3 Mesh 

Mesh is a very important part in the simulation software like COMSOL, which is based 

on the FEM. In 2D simulations, a triangular partitioning is typically as this guarantees full 

coverage of the simulated area without grossly overcomplicating the mesh. The 

exception is the PMLs, generally applied to the boundaries, for which a sweep mesh in 

rectangular shape is used. In 3D structures, the PBC layers are divided into triangular 

pieces, while the main structure (except PMLs) are divided into small tetrahedrons. The 

PMLs use a 3D sweep technique together with distribution function to mesh the layers 

between PML and main structure. 
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Lastly, the absolute value of the transmission efficiency is calculated by abs(emw.S21)^2 

in the RF model (ewfd in wave optics model). 

4.2 Nanofabrication Methods 

This section will focus on those only nanofabrication techniques used in the projects 

demonstrated in this thesis 

4.2.1 Lithographic Technology 

There are various approaches to performing lithographic patterning on photo resist, 

such as creating the pattern on polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with HV electron 

beams (e.g. EBL). In this case, the sample will require development with MIBK diluted 

with IPA. It must be noted that EBL will have proximity effects. The electron beam can 

penetrate through the resist and make a pattern on it, but it will not stop by the resist, 

if the dose used is large, the electron beam would arrive and be reflected by the 

substrate (which relates to the material of substrate) and hit the resist again, which 

make the pattern become worse. Moreover, when the electron beam hit different resist, 

the resist would become different material after this chemical reaction. Thus, it needs 

developer to remove this new chemical resist and it becomes vacant. Therefore, a dose 

test, the developer concentration as well as developing time are essentially optimized 

[114-115].  

Thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL) systems [116-117], such as the Nanofrazor 

[118], can directly write the pattern onto a resist such as polyphthalamide (PPA). The 

material is directly evaporated by an ultra-sharp heated scanning probe tip and 

therefore does not require high voltages. On the other hand, the system operates at 

high temperature, around 900. Although in practice it has been found that the heat 

tends not to transfer through the PPA to the underlying surface. While directly 
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patterning the resist does avoid the need for a development step, this is replaced by the 

requirement to remove the PPA residue, normally achieved using a process like deep 

reactive-ion etching (DRIE). The reaction that happens in the DRIE chamber is a chemical 

reaction in the presence of various single or mixed gas streams with plasma assist in 

which the etching rate can be controlled by varying the power and gas flow rate. 

Focused ion beam (FIB) is also an important nanofabrication facility. FIB usually has two 

guns, one is used for imaging in the same way as SEM, while the other is used for milling 

the nanostructure in the sample with materials, such as gallium [119-120]. Although it 

has the advantage of being a maskless fabrication technique like EBL, some gallium 

residue may remain, causing contamination of the sample. Moreover, it also can cut the 

cross section and image the side of the sample. 

4.2.2 Thin Film Deposition 

Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) is one of the best way to deposit 

amorphous (a-) material, such as a-SiO2, a-Si3N4. The precursors mixed with a gas plasma 

would result in a very conformal deposition, which is more uniform and faster than 

sputter deposition and e-beam evaporator [121]. Moreover, a heater is available in most 

PECVD models that can help the material condense onto the sample. The sputter 

deposition uses a RF/AC/DC source to physically etch the material from the target with 

gas assistance and direct it to the sample [122]. An e-beam evaporator uses HV to mill 

the target material and evaporate it onto the sample, it is quite essential while 

performing nanofabrication with a lift off process.  

4.2.3 Characteristics 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used for scanning samples with HV electron 

beams. The atoms within the sample will react with the electron beam to produce a 
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signal to image sub-micron features of the sample. This microscopy function is critical to 

be able to determine if the various steps of patterning, etching and lift off have worked 

as required. However, the samples must be imaged in a vacuum chamber to avoid 

Contamination [123-124].  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can also perform the sub-micron microscopy imaging. 

AFM operates in a similar way to t-SPL but has a read-out function only. It can work in 

an ambient environment, does not require a vacuum, and there is no need to fix the 

sample in position. It also does not suffer from diffraction limits [125]. The deposition 

thickness of thin film under different environment are not the same. For example, while 

using the sputter to deposit metal, it needs Argon gas to strike the plasma, and therefore 

the deposition pressure are different, resulting in a various deposition rate. The way to 

know the exact thickness is to use AFM to measure the sample. Furthermore, AFM also 

can be used to measure the roughness of the material surface, which has significant 

influence on the optical properties. 

A final useful technique to investigate the sample properties is the ellipsometry, so-

called because it measures the ellipse of polarization generated when a polarized light 

beam reflects obliquely from the surface a sample. As light reflected by different thin 

film will exhibit different phase information, ellipsometry uses light at varying angles to 

the sample to investigate optical properties such as refractive index [126]. For example, 

a material such as TiO2 will exhibit different values of refractive index when deposited 

with or without oxygen assist, and ellipsometry can be used to find this slight difference 

within its diffraction limit and to assist researchers to figure out the reason. 
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Chapter 2 Transmission Enhancement in Coaxial Hole 

Array Based Plasmonic Color Filter for Image Sensor 

Applications 

Plasmonic colour filters based on the hexagonal arrangement of coaxial hole array in 

aluminium have been demonstrated as a promising candidate for colour filter 

development due to polarization and incident angle insensitivity. They also comprise a 

single nanometer thick metal film, demonstrate good line width, CMOS compatibility 

and fine colour tunability. However, the low transmittance of the coaxial hole array 

based filters limits their use in potential applications such as image sensors and displays. 

This chapter introduces a new method to increase transmittance in coaxial hole array 

based filters by tuning localized surface plasmons and surface plasmon polaritons. In this 

method, coaxial holes of small diameters are filled along with a large size coaxial hole 

array to form a combined filter geometry with optimized parameters in aluminium film 

using computational techniques. The simulation results will have potential applications 

in CMOS image sensors, submicron pixel development, microdisplays and liquid crystal 

over silicon devices (LCoS). 

Index Terms: Plasmonic colour filter, Coaxial hole array, Localized surface plasmon. 

1. Introduction 

As demand for high-resolution imagery continues to expand in consumer, scientific and 

industrial applications there is a need for smaller, highly tunable and robust colour filters 

[15, 92-93, 127]. Precise control of wavelength provides vivid colour response and 

improved selectivity. CMOS image sensor technologies have undergone enormous 
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advances in recent years to increase performance and reduce pixel size. Along with 

reducing the transistor size to nanoscale for image sensors, submicron scale filters are 

also required to perform filtering for image acquisition sensors, next generation spatial 

light modulators [128-130] and high-resolution microdisplays. 

Conventional colour filters are made from pigments and dyes. The filter colour response 

is directly related to the absorption coefficient, which in turn is related to the 

area/volume of the filters. Therefore, it is difficult to make nanometer-sized colour 

filters using pigments and dyes [12, 15, 18, 92-93, 127]. Recently, colour filters based on 

the titanium oxide nanodisk operating in reflection mode were reported as having good 

optical performance because of its low loss and high refractive index in the visible range 

[131]. However, this design is not suitable for image sensor applications due to their 

operation in reflection mode. Moreover, the titanium oxide nanodisk is not CMOS 

compatible. Plasmonic colour filters based on aluminium are better candidates to most 

of the all-dielectric colour filters due to their CMOS compatibility, ability to operate in 

transmission mode, use of single namometer thick film and excellent colour tunability 

(from UV to NIR range) [18-19, 92]. Furthermore, the filter spectral response can be 

carefully controlled by parameterising structure geometry, producing artificial material 

properties engineered to specific design and application requirements. There have been 

many demonstrations of colour filters employing plasmonic effects in the literature, 

especially using nanostructures in thin metal film [12, 15, 18-19, 22, 92-95, 103, 105, 

109, 127, 132-143]. Such colour filters can be fabricated using a single perforated metal 

film with the thickness of 50 to 200nm.  Despite these promising attributes, plasmonic 

filters still suffer from the poor transmission and incident angle sensitivity which have 

limited the scope of target applications and increased deployment requirements in 
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CMOS and display applications. For example, the peak transmittance wavelength for a 

simple hole array based plasmonic colour filters depends on the angle of the incident 

light because the surface plasmons based effect in the hole array is angle sensitive [18, 

138]. If such a hole array filter were used in an image sensor, the filter will transmit only 

the desired colour at normal incidence while different colors would be filtered at oblique 

incidences.  

Plasmonic colour filters based on the coaxial holes were reported using gold (Au) [105]. 

However, the coaxial hole array in Au film is limited to produce the resonance peak at 

wavelengths less than 480nm [105] due to the material limitation [109]. It has been 

demonstrated that transmittance of a square aperture array in the silver film can be 

enhanced using suitably placed small squares [140], however, the square aperture is 

polarization sensitive. Other designs were reported by creating symmetric patterns 

inserted into the metal film to increase the transmittance, such as the nano trench or 

cavity [141-142]. Extra coating on the Ag-Si film was also demonstrated to enhance the 

transmittance [143] based on the Fabry–Pérot resonances. However, these 

demonstrated structures are not covering full colours in the visible range, and Ag 

oxidizes in air. Au and Ag based filters are not CMOS compatible and also require a seed 

layer for better adhesion to substrates which increases the fabrication complexity. 

Recently, it has been reported that vivid red, green and blue colours could be produced 

by plasmonic colour filters based on the hexagonal arrangement of coaxial holes in 

aluminium [19] and it is a promising candidate for image sensor applications, due to its 

angle insensitive and polarization independent characteristics. However, the 

transmittance of colour filters based on coaxial hole arrays is too low to be used in an 

image sensor or display as the transmittance reported in the literature varies from 5% 
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(red) to more than 20% (blue) [19]. This is because, for the localized surface plasmon, 

peak wavelength depends on gap size, thus as the gap decreases a shift towards the red 

region is introduced. Therefore, it is important to develop techniques to increase the 

transmittance of plasmonic colour filters without compromising important 

characteristics such as polarization and incident angle insensitivity, good line width, fine 

tuning capability and CMOS compatibility. 

This chapter presents a technique to enhance transmittance of plasmonic colour filters 

based on the coaxial hole array in aluminium to overcome the limitation of low 

transmittance in the coaxial hole array filter using two different coaxial holes geometry 

that is independently tuned to the same colour (wavelength), followed by merging both 

the coaxial geometries to make a combined geometry.  

 

2. Simulation Model and Optimization Method  

The plasmonic resonance peaks responsible for obtaining different colours in a coaxial 

geometry are predominantly due to localized surface plasmons (Fabry–Pérot 

resonances) supported in a cylindrical resonance cavity. The cavity is excited by 

cylindrical surface plasmons formed by a metal film with finite thickness and two end 

faces. Tuning of colours was obtained by varying inner (r1) and outer (r2) radii of the 

coaxial hole using localized surface plasmons. The resonance peak (peak transmittance 

wavelength) can be obtained using different combinations of the inner (r1) and outer 

radii (r2)) as shown in Figure 2.1. The desired colour (transmittance peak) can be 

calculated using the equation l =(nπ−Ω)/β [12, 18, 132], where l, n, Ω and β are the 

thickness of the metal film, the order of the Fabry-Pérot resonance, the phase of 

reflection constant and the propagation constant respectively. There is also a minor 
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contribution to resonance peaks in the coaxial hole array geometry due to the pitch 

between coaxial holes caused by surface plasmons polaritons [19, 105]. 

The coaxial hole array in the hexagonal arrangement was simulated using a unit cell of 

a regular hexagon as shown in Figure 2.1a where W and L are defined as the separation 

between large coaxial holes in x and y directions respectively. The relationship between 

W and L are chosen such as L = 2 ×W×
√3

2
= √3W  for producing hexagonal 

geometry. To increase the transmittance, hexagonal geometry of large coaxial holes 

array (LCHA in blue regular hexagon block in Figure 2.1a is combined with an additional 

coaxial hole array with a smaller radius (SCHA in Figure 2.1b) to create a dual coaxial 

hole array (DCHA) in such a way that the combined geometry is polarization insensitive. 

In DCHA, the distance between two adjacent small coaxial holes is the same as the length 

d1, the distance between the adjacent large coaxial hole and small coaxial hole. With the 

angle θ = 60°, as a result, d1= d2= d3= d4= d5=
1

3
L=

√3

3
W as shown in Figure 2.1c. The 3D 

geometries are computationally investigated using the finite element method (FEM) 

implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The simulation unit is highlighted by the red 

diamond block in Figure 2.1c and its top view is shown in Figure 2.1d. The simulation 

model consists of a 150nm thick layer of aluminium on a semi-infinite glass substrate 

(n=1.5) with 200nm thickness to find the wavelength at which maximum transmittance 

occurs for the filters. The top layer is air with a thickness of 200nm. Light is excited from 

the aluminium side (top side) using port boundary conditions. S-parameters are used to 

find the transmittance (|S21|2) of the filters. Perfectly matched layer (PML) is used on 

the top and at the bottom of the model to avoid effects of reflected light in the 

transmittance spectrum.  
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of (a) Large coaxial hole array (LCHA): Coaxial hole array showing 

a unit cell (red) used for simulation. Periodic boundary condition was used on four 

sides to simulate an array (b) Small coaxial hole array (SCHA) (c) Dual coaxial hole array 

(DCHA) made of a combination of large coaxial hole array (LCHA) and small coaxial hole 

array (SCHA) (d) Top view of DCHA unit cell (e) The radius of LCHA and SCHA. 

Details of the incident wave are shown in Figure 2.2, and formula for electric field to 

study polarization and angle sensitivity is given below [144].  

Ex = Asin(
π

2
− θ) cos(π + φ) e−j(kx∙x+ky∙y+kz∙z), 

Ey = A sin(
π

2
− θ) sin(π + φ)e−j(kx∙x+ky∙y+kz∙z),  

Ez = Acos(
π

2
− θ)e−j(kx∙x+ky∙y+kz∙z), 
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 |E| = √Ex
2 + Ey

2 + Ez
2 = A, kx = ksinθcosφ, ky = ksinθsinφ, kz = kcosθ. 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of incident plane wave: k is the propagation constant, θ is the 

angle of incidence and φ is the polarization angle. 

The 𝜃 is the incident angle, 𝜑 is the polarization angle which is in the direction of E//. 

Propagation constant k is defined as (2π×n)/λ where n is the refractive index of the 

simulation domain (air) where the port is set for illumination. The refractive indices of 

aluminium at different wavelengths are taken from Palik’s experiment [145]. The 

incident angle θ was varied to study the effect of transmittance with respect to the angle 

of incidence. Similarly, polarization angle φ was varied to study polarization sensitivity. 

3. Results  

Based on the simulation models discussed above, in the first step, a large coaxial hole 

array is designed to produce the peak wavelength of 650nm (red colour filter) by tuning 

inner (r1) and outer (r2) radii to 120nm and 130nm, respectively by tuning the localized 

surface plasmons. This is followed by tuning the pitch to 420nm for LCHAR by tuning LSP. 

LCHAR gives a transmittance of 6.2% and a line width of 180nm (FWHM). In the second 
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step, another small coaxial hole array is designed to the same peak wavelength of 

650nm by tuning inner and outer radii to 83nm and 90nm, respectively (SCHAR). SCHAR 

gives a 5.6% transmittance with FWHM of 150nm. In the final step, both LCHAR and 

SCHAR are combined to create the dual coaxial hole array (DCHAR) with the enhanced 

transmittance of 15.5% with FWHM of 215nm. These results are presented in Figure 2.3. 

The insets of the Figure 2.3 show normalized electric field on LCHAR, SCHAR and DCHAR 

which shows that both large and small coaxial hole arrays are excited by the incident 

light, and both are contributing to transmission. The increased transmittance is due to 

the coupling of plasmon resonances in both large and small coaxial holes constructively 

by geometrical tuning. 

 

Figure 2.3 Simulation results of red colour filter: Transmission spectra of large coaxial 

hole array (LCHAR), small coaxial hole array (SCHAR) and dual coaxial hole array 

(DCHAR). Subset images show normalized electric field from top view and lateral cross 

section along the dotted black line for LCHAR, SCHAR and DCHAR. 

RGB colours are required for making the bayer pattern in CMOS image sensors.  Hence 
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the same scheme used for the red colour is applied for both green and blue colour filters. 

The blue colour (LCHAB) is obtained by tuning the pitch size to 260nm, and radii to 

r1=40nm and r2=50nm. LCHAB is then combined with a small coaxial hole array tuned to 

the same wavelength (SCHAB) with r3=40nm, r4=50nm to obtain DCHAB. For the green 

colour (LCHAG), pitch size is 430nm, r1 and r2 are 106nm and 130nm respectively. Then 

combining another smaller coaxial hole array (SCHAG) with r3=70nm, r4=80nm for the 

green colour (DCHAG). 

The transmission spectra of blue and green colour filter for LCHA, SCHA and DCHA are 

shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 respectively, and their line widths (FWHM) are 

tabulated in Table 2.1. The transmittance is increased more than 2x for red colour filter, 

1.4x for green colour and 4x for blue colour. These results will have potential 

applications in developing micron and submicron colour filter development for CMOS 

sensors, micro-displays and spatial light modulators. CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram was 

plotted for red, green and blue colour filters using chromaticity coordinates obtained 

from simulation results for LCHA and DCHA (Figure 2.6).  The CIE chromaticity chart 

shows that the pure colour perceived by human vision is obtained from the spectrum of 

different colour filters. From the CIE chromaticity charts of LCHA and DCHA, it is shown 

that the measured chromaticity coordinates of the RGB filters falls around the 

achromatic point. For the green and red DCHA colour filters, their positions are slightly 

shifted on the CIE chart towards the center (white light) compared to SCHA. But the shift 

is still falling around the achromatic point and is within the acceptable limit. In terms of 

colour reconstructions, SCHA will perform better than DCHA as it covers a larger range 

in the CIE chart. As a result, more colours can be reconstructed for SCHA. This effect is 

due to a slight increase in FWHM after combining LCHA and SCHA. This demonstrates 
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the capability of DCHA based colour filters with increased transmittance for a large 

degree of colour range tuning applications such as CMOS image sensors.  

 

Figure 2.4 Simulation results of blue colour filter: Transmission spectra of large coaxial 

hole array (LCHAB), small coaxial hole array (SCHAB) and dual coaxial hole array 

(DCHAB). Subset images show normalized electric field from top view and lateral cross 

section along the dotted black line for LCHAB, SCHAB and DCHAB. 
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Figure 2.5 Simulation results of green colour filter: Transmission spectra of large 

coaxial hole array (LCHAG), small coaxial hole array (SCHAG) and dual coaxial hole array 

(DCHAG). Subset images show normalized electric field from top view and lateral cross 

section along the dotted black line for LCHA, SCHA and DCHA. 

 

 

Table 2.1 Maximum transmittance, peak wavelength and FWHM for LCHA, SCHA and 

DCHA of blue, green and red colour filter. 

Colour Model Maximum 

transmittance 

Peak 

wavelength 

FWHM 

 

Blue 

LCHAB  6.0% 450nm 140nm 

SCHAB 15.0% 450nm 150nm 

DCHAB 24% 450nm 150nm 

 

Green 

LCHAG 18.4% 530nm 120nm 

SCHAG 7.1% 530nm 180nm 

DCHAG 26.4% 530nm 200nm 

 

Red 

LCHAR 6.2% 650nm 180nm 

SCHAR 5.6% 650nm 150nm 

DCHAR 15.5% 650nm 215nm 
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Figure 2.6 CIE chromaticity chart of blue, green and red colour filter for (a) LCHA, and 

(b) DCHA. 

There are two important requirements for a colour filter to be used in CMOS image 

sensors, viz polarization insensitivity and angle independence. The polarization 

insensitivity ensures capturing the exact colour and intensity of objects irrespective of 

the rotation of camera/sensor. Angle independence is essential to obtain the same 

colour of objects irrespective of the angle of recording. For example, if the filters are 

angle sensitive, the same object will be recorded with different colours at different 

angles of the image capture. The transmittance of DCHA is studied for three different 

polarization angles, 0°, 45° and 90°. A red DCHA colour filter (DCHAR) is taken as an 

example as shown in Figure 2.7a. The results show the DCHA is almost polarization 

insensitive. Furthermore, transmission characteristics of the red colour DCHA are 

studied for different incident angles (full field angle: FFOV), 0°, 30° and 60°, as shown in 

Figure 2.7b. There is no shift in the peak wavelength with respect to angle, and hence 

the transmitted colour will be the same from different angles of illumination with a small 

reduction in the intensity (~ 3.5%). These results show that DCHA design is very 

promising for colour filter development due to angle insensitivity, polarization 
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insensitivity, good line width (FWHM), fine tuning ability and CMOS compatibility. 

 

Figure 2.7 Simulation results of transmission spectrum of DCHA for different 

polarizations and angle of excitations (a) the polarization angles φ=0°, φ=45°, φ=90° 

and corresponding transmission spectra showing DCHA is polarization insensitive (b) 

angle dependence of DCHA shows no shift in peak wavelength with respect to angle 

and variation in transmittance is negligible. Here, the angle of incidence (excitation) 

represented as full field of view (full angle), FFOV= 0°, 30°, 60°. 

4. Conclusion 

This chapter presents a technique to increase peak transmittance of the hexagonal 

arrangement of coaxial hole array in aluminium without compromising its polarization 

insensitivity, line width and angle insensitivity. In the proposed technique, one large 

coaxial hole array is designed for a peak wavelength of interest after optimization, 

followed by designing a small coaxial hole array to the same peak wavelength. These 

two coaxial hole arrays are then combined in a suitable fashion to enhance the 

transmittance. The transmittance is increased more than 2x for red colour filter, 1.4x for 

green colour and 4x for blue colour, which are generally larger than 15%, and from the 

CIE chart, even though their positions are a bit closer to the center, vivid colours can still 

be presented. These results will have potential applications in developing micron and 
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submicron colour filter development for CMOS sensors, micro-displays and spatial light 

modulators. However, making the pattern with feature size around 10nm in the coaxial 

hole array through 150nm Al film is quite difficult even with recent advanced 

nanofabrication facilities, such as FIB or EBL. 
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Chapter 3 A CMY Camera using Nanorod Filter Mosaic 

Integrated on a CMOS Image Sensor 

CMY colour camera is different from the RGB counterpart where the subtractive colours 

cyan, magenta and yellow are used. CMY camera performs better than RGB camera in 

low light conditions. However, conventional CMY colour filter technology made of 

pigments and dyes are limited in performance for the next generation image sensors 

with submicron pixel sizes. This is because the conventional CMY filters cannot be 

fabricated in nanoscale as they use their absorption properties to subtract colours.  The 

chapter presents a CMY camera developed using nanoscale CMY colour filter mosaic size 

of 4 mm x 4mm with each filter colour size of 4.4 µm made of Al-TiO2-Al nanorods 

integrated on a MT9P031 CMOS image sensor. The colour imaging is demonstrated 

using a 12 colour Macbeth chart. The developed technology will have applications in 

astronomy, low exposure time imaging in biology and photography. 

1. Introduction 

In a conventional CMOS based image sensor, colour imaging relies on the integration of 

filters on top of the photodetector array. These filters typically cover the three primary 

colours (bands), red (around 650 nm), green (550 nm) and blue (450 nm) (RGB), 

predominately in a Bayer pattern [15, 17-19, 91-93, 127, 139, 146-148]. As the human 

eye is more sensitive to green light than either red or blue, the widely used Bayer filter 

mosaic is formed with twice as many green as red or blue filters. RGB colour space uses 

an additive colour mixing of red, green and blue that combine to create a white output. 
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In contrast, CMY (cyan, magenta and yellow) is a subtractive colour mixing scheme 

where colour filters are used to remove certain wavelengths of white light. For example, 

cyan is obtained when the red is subtracted from an image. Similarly, magenta and 

yellow are obtained by subtracting the green and blue respectively. In RGB space, a red 

filter transmits only about 1/3 of the visible light as the remaining light is absorbed in 

the filter (only the red light passes through the filter). But the counterpart cyan filter in 

CMY colour space transmits about 2/3 of the spectrum because only the red is 

subtracted and the remaining is transmitted through the filter. In general, CMY colour 

filters pass approximately twice the spectral power as a corresponding RGB filters [47] 

and so are promising candidates for low-light imaging applications. Examples include 

astronomical imaging, of nebula and the like, that are characterized by weak images 

against a dark background. Furthermore, more images are required to be captured in 

short exposure time in astronomy for imaging objects before rotation effects blur the 

image (example, Jupiter) and this requires high transmission filter schemes such as CMY.   

Conventional CMY colour filters are made of organic dye-based materials or pigments. 

They use their absorption properties to subtract selected wavelengths. However, as the 

pixel size in the image sensor is reduced to a submicrons, the conventional CMY colour 

filters start to suffer from colour cross talk as they will not be able to operate in 

nanoscale thickness [15, 17-18, 91-93, 127, 139, 146-147].  Furthermore, the existing 

CMY technology must be fabricated in several steps, which presents severe challenges 

when trying to accomplish submicron scale alignment. These demand the development 

of new CMY colour filter technologies. 

Colour filters based on plasmonic effects [15, 17-19, 21-22, 45, 87, 91-93, 100, 102, 127, 

133, 139, 146-155] are suitable for CMY colour filter development due to their precise 
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colour tuning using nanoscale thick film. Colour filters based on localized surface 

plasmons are superior to the filters based on surface plasmons as the former is angle 

independent. The angle independency of LSP based filters make the transmitted colours 

same for any angle of excitation and this is an important requirement for image sensor 

applications.  Recently gold (Au) nano-disk based CMY filters have been demonstrated 

with good characteristics such as polarization independence and angle insensitivity 

[102]. However, Au based plasmonic colour filters are limited in colour tuning, especially 

below 550 nm as Au does not readily support plasmonic resonance peaks below 550nm 

[109]. CMY filters based on silver (Ag) nanoslit [22] and nano-disk [100] are reported 

with high transmission coefficient. But Ag oxidizes quickly in air and degrades the optical 

properties without extra coating that can affect the filter characteristics. Al is well known 

for its CMOS compatibility. Furthermore, there will be a thin Al2O3 layer formation on 

the surface of Al, different from Ag, and this layer will prevent Al being further oxidized. 

The CMY colour filters operating in reflection based on the surface plasmon polaritons 

(SPP) are demonstrated in [151-154], but the reflection mode is not suitable for image 

sensor applications. To date, there have been no demonstration of developing a CMY 

filter mosaics and their integration on image sensors to make a CMY camera for imaging 

applications and this is the first such demonstration.  

This chapter presents a nanoscale thick CMY colour filter built from a hexagonal array of 

Al-TiO2-Al nanorods on a quartz substrate that is derived from a subtractive MDM 

(metal-dielectric-metal) nanohole array structure. The structure exhibits a high 

transmission efficiency and narrow bandwidth to produce a superior colour separation. 

The colour tuning is achieved by varying rod radius across the nanorod array, while 

keeping the base thickness constant, thereby making a mosaic of CMY filters across the 
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substrate. An optical filter mosaic of size 4mm x 4mm was integrated onto a 

monochrome image sensor (MT9P031) to make a CMY camera, followed by 

demonstrating its imaging capabilities using the 12 colour Macbeth chart. 

2. Results 

2.1 Filter Design 

Figure 3.1a shows the proposed structure of a CMY colour filter. The colour filters are 

made of Al-TiO2-Al nanorods fabricated on a quartz substrate and then embedded in 

SOG (spin on glass [156]) matrix for the refractive index matching. 

 

Figure 3.1 Simulation results of Al-TiO2-Al nanorod based CMY (cyan, magenta, yellow) 

colour filter mosaic: (a) Al-TiO2-Al nanorods in hexagonal array on a quartz substrate 

covered with spin-on-glass, (b) The normalized electric field at valley wavelength for 

the filters, yellow (470 nm), magenta (570 nm) and cyan (670 nm) Electric field at 

470nm, (c) Numerically simulated transmission spectra of the CMY colour filters . The 
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wavelength is swept from 300 nm to 800 nm (d) CIE chart of simulated CMY colours in 

the filter mosaic. 

The optical characteristics of this structure arise from a Fano resonance in which the top 

and bottom metal disk operate together as a coupled dipole and hence enhancing the 

magnetic field between them to produce both destructive and constructive (i.e., in-

phase and anti-phase) interference modes. Choosing an appropriate radius and period 

for the structures results in a narrow reflection peak and a deep transmission valley that 

are sensitive to the symmetry of the dipole elements [157]. It has been shown in 

previous work related to nanodisks [155, 157] that these structures exhibit a broad (in-

phase) resonance at smaller wavelengths and a narrow anti-phase resonance at larger 

wavelengths. This can be described in terms of a Q factor, which is proportional to the 

ratio of the resonant frequency to the FWHM. It is also clear that, while introducing 

asymmetries can strengthen the peaks (in particular, the anti-phase resonance), it 

introduces an undesirable sensitivity to the angle of incidence [157]. As a result, our 

work has kept the thickness and radius of both the top and bottom metal disks the same. 

This also has the added advantage of simplifying its fabrication. 

The CMY filters were computationally investigated using the finite element method 

(FEM) implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The simulation model consists of a unit 

cell on a semi-infinite thick quartz substrate consisting of a single nanorod at the centre 

and one-quarter of nanorod at each corner as shown in Figure 3.1a. The simulation unit 

on the semi-infinite glass substrate is covered with spin on glass. Furthermore, the 

perfect matched layer (PML) is applied on the top and at the bottom, periodic boundary 

conditions are applied on the four side of the simulation unit as highlighted in red block 
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(Figure 3.1a.) For calculating the peak wavelengths, the refractive index of glass is taken 

as 1.5, spin of glass 1.45 and the wavelength dependent refractive index of Al from 

Rakic’s data [158]. TiO2 was deposited with E-beam evaporator and the refractive index 

experimentally measured as 2.1. This value is used in the simulation model. The 

simulated transmission spectrum for CMY colour filters are shown in Figure 3.1c.  The 

normalised electric field of each colour filter, yellow (470 nm), magenta (570 nm) and 

cyan (670 nm) at their resonant wavelength (valley wavelength) is shown in Figure 3.1b. 

The layer thickness, period and rod diameter are summarised in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1d 

shows that the CIE chromaticity chart of the simulated CMY colour filters values are 

falling in the appropriate part of the colour space and their suitability for the imaging 

applications. 

Table 3.1 Parameter of Al-TiO2-Al nanorod. 

 Cyan Magenta Yellow 

Top Al thickness 40nm 40nm 40nm 

TiO2 thickness 90nm 90nm 90nm 

Bottom Al thickness 40nm 40nm 40nm 

Period 500nm 430nm 350nm 

Diameter 60nm 50nm 40nm 

 

2.2 Fabrication Method 

A 4 mm x 4 mm size CMY colour mosaic was fabricated with an arrangement of CMYM 

colour unit repeating in both horizotal and vertical directions to get an array, on a quartz 

substrate. The fabrication strategy using a PMMA-MMA bilayer is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Firstly, a 1mm thick quartz substrate was cleaned with acetone under sonication for 

5minutes followed by IPA and DI water rinse.  Then the substrate was preheated on a 

heater under 80degree for 10minutes and then a thin EL9 (MMA) layer was spin coated 
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on the quartz at 3000rpm for 1.5minutes and baked under 180degree heater for 

15minutes. Next a thin PMMA A2 layer was spin coated onto the sample at 3000rpm for 

1.5minutes and baked at 180degree for 5 minutes. Due to the charging problem of 

quartz substrate with electron beam lithography (EBL), a 30nm Cr layer was deposited 

on the sample by conformal sputtering to finish the sample preparation. After 

patterning with EBL (Vistec EBPG5000plusES), the Cr layer was removed using 1 minute 

in Cr etchant, stopped by 5% H2SO4. The sample was then developed with diluted MIBK 

(MIBK:IPA=1:3) for 1 minute and stopped by IPA and DI water. After development, 

various shapes in PMMA and MMA are shown in Figure 3.2. The bowl shape in the MMA, 

for example, will make the later lift off easier due to the smaller contact area between 

the Al-TiO2-Al nanorod and quartz. Lastly, the Al-TiO2-Al nanorod was deposited by E-

beam evaporator (Intlvac Nanochrome II), note that the deposition rate of TiO2 is 

0.1nm/s. After the lift off, the CMYM colour filter was completed after being spin coated 

with SOG (Desert NDG-2000) at 2000rpm for 20second and baked at 210 degree for 

15minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Fabrication strategy for making Al-TiO2-Al nanorod based CMY colour filter 

mosaic 
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Figure 3.3d shows optical images of the CMYM filter mosaic in transmission mode under 

an optical microscope (Olympus BX53M) with 20×magnification. An enlarged CMYM is 

shown in Figure 3.3e. The SEM image of the filter mosaic (cyan) from the top view is 

shown in Figure 3.3f. Figure 3.3g shows in reflection mode that the reflected light from 

the sample (Figure 3.3e) is RGB colour. The transmission spectrum from the fabricated 

CMY colour mosaic was measured using a CRAIC spectrometer (Apollo Raman™ 

Microspectrometer) as shown in Figure 3.3h. From the spectrum measurement, it can 

be seen the maximum transmission of Cyan, Magenta and Yellow colour filter could be 

90%. The transmission spectrum displayed high transmission without any secondary 

resonance from UV to Near-IR wavelength. Figure 3.3i shows the experiemtally 

measured CIE chromaticity chart of the CMY colour filters. And the detailed results are 

collated in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Optical characteristics of the CMY filter mosaic. 

 Cyan Magenta Yellow 

 Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment 

Valley 
wavelength 

(nm) 

660 670 580 580 470 480 

Maximum 
transmission 
contrast (%) 

60 45 70 47 80 50 

Maximum 
transmission 
efficiency (%) 

90 90 100 92 100 90 

 

From Figure 3.3h, the valley wavelength in the simulation is almost constant with that 

in the experiments. It could be seen the maximum transmission contrast is reduced, 

which also happened in the other experiments [155]. This difference may be caused by 

the rough surface while depositing TiO2, to keep a more pure metal oxide property that 

give us a relatively high refractive index, the deposition rate with E-beam evaporator 
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needs to be as high as possible, which results in a rough surface (around 3-5nm 

measured by Atomic Force Microscopy). Therefore, the top Al disk becomes rough as 

well. However, the maximum transmission efficiency in the experimental measurement 

is nearly the same as simulation result, which could give us a large optical intensity, and 

the influence with the smaller transmission contrast to the colour imaging applications 

is considered minimum. Furthermore, the contrast can be corrected in the image 

processing part. 

2.3 Filter Integration and Image Reconstruction 

The CMYM mosaic was integrated on a CMOS sensor using flip-chip bonder (Fineplacer 

@Lambda) and captured raw images for further analysis. The CMOS image sensor used 

in this experiment is a monochrome sensor MT9P031 with pixel size 2.2µm. Figure 3.3a 

shows that CMY colour filter mosaic is aligned and glued on the image sensor, the glue 

is homemade with PMMA powder diluted with anisole solution. The high transmission 

efficiency of the CMY colour filter is demonstrated using the University logo on the white 

paper that could be seen through filter clearly (Figure 3.4). The whole filter mosaic size 

is 4mm x 4mm, each colour filter covers 2 by 2 pixels to increase the light absorption 

and decrease the spatial crosstalk. Therefore, the filter colour pixel size is 4.4µm. The 

image sensor integrated with the mosaic is then fitted with an optics with f number of 

1.4 for imaging as shown in Figure 3.3b. The compact size of the CMY camera is shown 

with respect to a coin in Figure 3.3c.  
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Figure 3.3 Integration of the CMY colour mosaic on the image sensor. (a) CMOS image 

sensor, MT9P031 integrated with 4mm x 4mm CMY colour mosaic using flip chip 

bonder for alignment (b) CMY camra developed with optics (f number 1.4) for imaging 

(c) a coin as a reference to show the compact size of the CMY camera (d) the CMY 

colour mosaic under optical microscope magnification ×20 (e) magnification ×40. (f) 

SEM image of  the filter mosaic made of Al-TiO2-Al nanorods from top view (cyan is 

shown) (g) Reflected RGB colours from Figure 3.3e (h) Experimental transmission 

spectra of the CMY color filters from the color mosaic (i) CIE chromaticity chart of the 

CMY filters in the mosaic from experimental data. 
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Figure 3.4 The fabricated CMY filter mosaic on the quartz substrate was cut into 4 mm 

x 4 mm using a dicing saw. The University of Melbourne logo on the white paper that 

could be seen through the filter clearly. This demonstrate the high transmission of the 

filter mosaic for the image sensor applications. 

This CMY camera is then used for the colour imaging applications shown in Figure 3.5. 

Firstly, a raw image of the standard 12-colour Macbeth chart was taken with CMY 

camera (Figure 3.5a).  The recorded 12-bit raw image data was then transmitted to a 

laptop for image processing using MATLAB. The raw data was analysed for saturation 

and signal intensity variation. Figure 3.5f shows a plot of the signals from the 12-colour 

Macbeth chart pixels across the transect indicated by the red dashed. The results show 

that the pixel intensity variations are captured in the CMY raw image. Then each colour 

pixels was picked up to form three different images for cyan, magenta and yellow (Figure 

3.5b). Figure 3.5c shows the reconstructed CMY colour image. Next, a CMY to RGB 

conversion algorithm was applied to change the CMY image to standard RGB image: 

R=Y+M-C, G=Y+C-M, B=C+Y-M [148]. Lastly, the colour correction and white balance 

were applied to recover the Macbeth chart as shown in Figure 3.5e. Here colour balance 

and vibrance functiond in the photoshop software were used for the colour correction 

and the white balance.  The results obtained demonstrates that colours can be retrieved 
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from the 12-bit raw image data and working of the CMY camera. Due to the colours of 

fabricated filter is more close to the center in the CIE chart, the recovered colour 

intensity variation is not very evident. This causes missing colours in the recovered 

Macbeth chart. 

 

Figure 3.5 Demonstration of colour imaging by the CMY camera: (a) 12-bit raw image 

of the 12 colour Macbeth chart captured by CMY camera (b) Three bands (cyan, 

magenta and yellow) extracted from the raw image (c) The three bands (three channel 

combination) are recombined to get a CMY color image (d) The CMY colour image is 

converted into RGB and applied color correction and white balance (e)  Standard 

image of the 12 colour Macbeth colorchart (f) The plot shows signals from three pixel 

numbers along the vertical red dotted line in the raw image. 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, a CMY camera is demonstrated using polarization independent nanoscale 

CMY colour filter mosaic made of Al-TiO2-Al nanorods with high transmission. The filter 

mosaic size of 4 mm x 4mm with each filter colour size 4.4 µm in CMYM combination is 
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integrated on a MT9P031 CMOS image sensor using flip-chip bonder and in-house 

prepared glue. The filter mosaic was characterised for its performance. The CMY camera 

was then characterized using a 12 colour Macbeth chart as an object and colours were 

retrieved using image processing algorithms. Use of more powerful image processing 

algorithms (used in commercial camera) will improve the colour performance. The 

presented technology will overcome the limitations imposed by conventional colour 

filter technology for making next generation submicron pixels based CMY colour image 

sensors and cameras. Furthermore, the developed technology will have applications in 

astronomy, low exposure time imaging in biology and photography. However, more 

advanced image processing algorithm for CMY filter should be focused for the future 

development. The processing for RGB camera and CMY camera is very different, there 

exists several algorithms for CMY to RGB conversion developed by image processing 

engineers. But with this kind of research based CMY camera, a customized algorithm 

should be developed. 
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Chapter 4 A Single Sensor Based Multispectral 

Imaging Camera using a Narrow Spectral Band Colour 

Mosaic Integrated on the Monochrome CMOS Image 

Sensor 

A multispectral image camera captures image data within specific wavelength ranges in 

narrow wavelength bands across the electromagnetic spectrum. Images from a 

multispectral camera can extract additional information that the human eye or a normal 

camera fails to capture and thus may have important applications in precision 

agriculture, forestry, medicine and object identification. Conventional multispectral 

cameras are made up of multiple image sensors each fitted with a narrow passband 

wavelength filter and optics, which makes them heavy, bulky, power hungry and very 

expensive. The multiple optics also create image co-registration problem. This chapter 

demonstrates a single sensor based three band multispectral camera using a narrow 

spectral band RGB colour mosaic in a Bayer pattern integrated on a monochrome CMOS 

sensor. The narrow band colour mosaic is made of a hybrid combination of plasmonic 

colour filters and heterostructured dielectric multilayer. The demonstrated camera 

technology has reduced cost, weight, size and power by almost n times (where n is the 

number of bands) compared to a conventional multispectral camera. 

1. Introduction 

In a conventional CMOS based image sensor, colour imaging relies on the integration of 

filters on top of the photodetector array [14, 16, 159-161]. These filters typically cover 
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the three primary colours (bands), red, green and blue (RGB), predominately in a Bayer 

pattern [18, 26, 102, 162]. As the human eye is more sensitive to green light than either 

red or blue, the widely used Bayer filter mosaic is formed from alternating rows of red-

green and green-blue filters with twice as many green as red or blue filters. Three 

different materials are used for producing the primary colours with wide spectral bands 

(spectral width of around 90-100 nm) for all wavelengths [18, 26]. Multispectral cameras 

extend this concept to capture images with multiple colour bands and with narrow pass 

bands (i.e., narrow spectral widths) [80, 106, 163]. Images from a multispectral camera 

can extract significant amount of additional information that the human eye or a normal 

camera fails to capture and thus have important applications in precision agriculture, 

forestry, medicine, object identifications and classifications [25, 28, 80, 107, 163-164]. 

Conventional multispectral cameras are made up of multiple CMOS sensors each 

externally fitted with a narrow passband wavelength filter. For example, three bands 

would require three image sensors with associated electronics, three narrow bandpass 

filters and three optics. Depending on the application, the spectral width measured at 

the FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) of a multispectral imaging camera varies between 

10 nm and 90 nm [80, 107, 163]. Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 show comparison between a 

conventional multispectral camera with six bands and a single sensor based 

multispectral camera. The need for multiple sensors for each band results in a number 

of problems. Firstly, it means that multispectral cameras tend to be bulky and power 

hungry, which in turn limits their wider deployment in portable applications such as 

drone-based precision agriculture or for hand- held and portable uses such as wound 

monitoring, vein detection and skin screening [25, 28, 164]. It also greatly complicates 

the task of optical alignment which ensures that precisely the same scene is captured 
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across all bands. Further, image co-registration problems will emerge from a slight 

mismatch between images in each band, which will require complex image processing 

to correct [37, 165]. The above problems can be eliminated if a multispectral camera is 

developed using one single image sensor. This has prompted research in developing 

single sensor based multispectral cameras [41-42]. 

          

Figure 4.1 Comparison between a conventional multispectral camera and single sensor 

based multispectral camera (a) A compact conventional multispectral camera 

developed at Electrical and Electronic Engineering, the University of Melbourne. The 

sensor has 6 different cameras, 6 bandpass filters, 6 processing electronics, 6 optics 

and bulky connectors (b) Single sensor based multispectral camera developed by 

authors with the flexibility to integrate 3 to 6 bands. 

 

 

 

 

 

14 cm 3 cm 

(a) 

(b) 

(b) 
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Table 4.1 Comparison between commercially available conventional multispectral 

cameras and the proposed single sensor based multispectral camera 

 

Conventional pigments and dye-based filters are not suitable for making narrow band 

filters mosaic because their spectral widths tend to be too large (90-180nm) and hence 

preventing the use of a normal colour camera for multispectral imaging applications [21, 

80]. Furthermore, these pigments tend also to be sensitive to UV radiation, degrade at 

high temperatures and are not particularly environmentally friendly. 

Conventional technology for making a single narrow bandpass filter requires deposition 

of several layers of different dielectric materials (for example, 40 layers [63]) with 

precise thickness. Here, for making each narrow colour band requires different thickness 

combinations for these 40 layers. For example, three narrow colour bands require three 

different filters with each colour band repeated thousands of time to form a filters 

mosaic on a CMOS sensor using the conventional technology for getting an image. This 

will require thousands of steps for laying down thin films of precise thickness for each 

band separately with multiple complex masking and alignment processes with a large 

failure rate that significantly increases manufacturing costs and complexity [21]. As a 

result, it is extremely difficult to develop a low cost colour mosaic with narrow pass 

bands integrated onto the pixels of a CMOS chip. 

 

Parameters Commercially available conventional 
multispectral cameras  

Single sensor based multispectral camera  

Size (L x W x D) 180mm x 65mm x 35 mm 43mm x 29mm x 62mm 

Weight 520g 130g 

Power Consumption Around 8W Around 1.25W 

Image Co-registration 
problem 

Yes No 
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Advancement in nanofabrication has enabled fabrication of novel nanophotonic devices 

including colour filters [17-18, 166-169]. Plasmonic colour filters with different 

geometries have proven their ability to tune the wavelength from UV to NIR range [17, 

19, 22-23, 44-45, 88-90, 92-93, 100, 105, 127, 132-134, 136, 170-174]. Furthermore, 

plasmonic filters are shown to be suitable for developing one single narrow band filter 

in the visible wavelengths [88-89] and short wavelength infrared (SWIR) [23]. In these 

filters, spectral FWHM values of 30nm (visible) and 80nm (SWIR) were achieved in 

selected wavelengths. However, these filter technologies are not suitable for fabricating 

a narrow filters mosaic (consists of multiple narrow colour bands next to each other) on 

a single substrate for multispectral imaging due to their complex architecture such as 

requirement of different film thicknesses values for each band. 1D metal grating filters 

has been explored with an aim to reduce the spectral width of plasmonic colour filters. 

In 1D metal grating filters, the plasmons are excited through an interface between the 

metal and dielectric [23, 88-90]. A spectral width of 64 nm was demonstrated using a 1D 

metal grating filter made of silver nanoslit array fabricated on a glass substrate [48]. In 

addition, a 1D metal grating filter based on Al nanoslit integrated onto a thick Al2O3 

buffer layer has been demonstrated with spectral widths of 20nm [90]. However, it has 

been proved both theoretically and experimentally [22, 84] that 1D metal grating filters 

are polarization dependent and can produce colours only under transverse magnetic 

(TM) illumination. 2D metal grating filter and dielectric guided mode resonance (GMR) 

filters are reported to bypass the polarization effects [75-77, 169]. A hexagonal hole 

array inserted in a metal-dielectric-metal multilayer has been reported to slightly reduce 

the spectral width [21]. Overall, it appears that most of the narrow-band spectral filters 

reported are unsuited for use in multispectral image sensors for a range of reasons, 
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including the inability to achieve a narrow spectral width over a wide range of 

wavelengths, fabrication complexity to achieve narrow multi-band filters mosaic, 

polarization sensitivity and the requirement for TM illumination in the case of 1D metal 

grating filters. 

The single sensor-based multispectral camera is using a hybrid narrow spectral band 

RGB colour mosaic fabricated on a quartz substrate and then integrated on a 

monochrome CMOS image sensor. The presented filter mosaic can be easily tuned to 

any wavelength and requires only one processing stage to derive multiple bands. The 

filter mosaic consists of a hybrid combination of a double sandwich of silicon nitride-

silica-silicon nitride layers (heterostructured dielectric multilayer) covered by a hole 

array pattered in CMOS compatible aluminium (the plasmonic filter). The 

heterostructured dielectric multilayer is a common base layer for all the bands and the 

thickness values were optimized to reduce the spectral width in a given wavelength 

range of interest. A single layer of plasmonic filter is used for wavelength tuning. The 

mosaic on quartz is then integrated onto a monochrome CMOS image chip (Sony) using 

a flip-chip bonder resulting in a 3 cm x 3 cm size, three-bands single-sensor based 

multispectral image camera. The performance of the camera is first demonstrated using 

a standard Macbeth Chart. It is then fitted onto a lightweight DJI Phantom 3 drone to 

demonstrate its imaging capabilities in the field and for making handheld sensors. 

Because only a single camera chip is required, weight, power and complexity can be 

reduced by a factor of n, where n is the number of bands compared to the conventional 

approach using multiple cameras. 
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2. Results 

2.1 Design and Optimization of the Hybrid Colour Mosaic 

The RGB hybrid filter mosaic was designed and optimized by 3D simulation within the 

finite element based COMSOL Multiphysics® package. Each filter geometry was 

investigated separately using a 10nm wavelength step size. Figure 4.2a shows 3D 

simulation model of the colour mosaic with 6 layers. The basic unit cell for this 

simulation encompassed the diamond shaped pattern of holes highlighted in red in the 

top of Figure 4.2a. The simulation model, Figure 4.2a consisted of a 150 nm thick layer 

of aluminium patterned with a hexagonal arrangement of holes (the plasmonic filter: 1 

layer) over repeating layers of Si3N4 - SiO2 – Si3N4 (heterostructured dielectric multilayer: 

5 layers), deposited on a semi-infinite glass substrate (n=1.5). A 200nm layer of Spin-On-

Glass (SOG) was assumed to cover the aluminium layer for index matching and to avoid 

any shorting with metallic pads on CMOS chip while integration. Finally, a perfectly 

matched layer (PML) was used at the top and bottom of the model to avoid the effects 

of reflected light in the transmittance spectrum and periodic boundary conditions were 

applied to the four sides to allow a large area to be simulated without costing excessive 

memory and time. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) 3D simulation model of hybrid filter in the colour mosaic. The hybrid 

filters consist of 6 layers made of double Si3N4 (230 nm) - SiO2 (350 nm) - Si3N4 (230 

nm) sandwich layers that forms a common base multilayer structure (heterostructured 

dielectric multilayer: 5 layers) and a 150 nm thick aluminium perforated with 

hexagonal arrangement of holes (plasmonic layer:1 layer). (b) Numerically simulated 

transmission spectra of the blue plasmonic layer and blue hybrid filter showing the 

reduction in spectral width. The wavelength was swept from 400 nm to 900 nm. The 

spectral width at full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the hybrid blue filter was 

reduced to 17 nm from 70 nm produced by the plasmonic aluminum layer. Subset 

image shows normalized electric field at the peak wavelength of 440 nm (c) The 

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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spectral width (FWHM) of hybrid green filter was reduced to 30 nm from 95 nm 

produced by the plasmonic layer. Subset shows normalized electric field at the peak 

wavelength of 530 nm (d) The spectral width (FWHM) of the hybrid red filter was 

reduced to 35 nm from 160 nm produced by the plasmonic layer. Subset shows 

normalized electric field at the peak wavelength of 625 nm (e) CIE chromaticity 

chart of simulated blue, green and red hybrid colour filters in the mosaic. 

The pitch and hole diameters were varied to obtain peak transmission at 440 nm, 530 

nm and 625 nm [93] using the plasmonic layer. The objective was then to determine and 

validate the wavelength at which maximum transmittance occurs for these filters. Light 

was excited from the aluminium side (top side) using port boundary conditions and S-

parameters used to find the transmittance (|S21|2) of the filters. As in [156], refractive 

index values of 1.42 and 1.5 were used for the SOG layer and quartz substrate, 

respectively. A Filmetrics Model F20 was used to experimentally determine a refractive 

index for SiO2 of 1.45 and around 1.9 for the Si3N4 and then used in the simulations. As 

shown in Figure 4.1b - d, the plasmonic layer has produced the required transmission 

peak (colour), but with large spectral width of 70 nm, 95 nm and 160 nm for blue, green 

and red respectively. 

The plasmonic layer was then combined with a heterostructured dielectric multilayer 

with 5 layers made of double Si3N4 (230 nm) - SiO2 (350 nm) - Si3N4 (230 nm) sandwich 

layers to form the hybrid filter with optimized thickness values to reduce the spectral 

width. Here the photonic crystal theory is applied, layer 1 has the refractive index n1 and 

thickness l1 and its adjacent layer 2 with n2 and l2, then when l1n1=l2n2, the gap size will 

be maximized and therefore the incident light will produce a very narrow spectrum. 
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Such an effect can be used to create narrow bandpass optical filters. The sharp peaks in 

the transmission spectrum as shown in Figure 4.3 help to further narrows down the peak 

spectral width of the filters. 

 

Figure 4.3 Transmission spectrum of heterostructured dielectric multilayer. 

The heterostructured dielectric multilayer with a constant thickness values form a 

common base layer for all RGB bands in the filter mosaic. In the hybrid filter, one single 

plasmonic layer has removed most of the spectral contents on either side of the peak 

transmission wavelength in a given range of wavelengths. This has significantly reduced 

the requirement of large number of layers in the multilayer to produce narrow bands. 

Figure 4.2b - d shows the simulated spectra of the red, green and blue filters in the 

mosaic from 400nm to 900 nm along with the electric field distributions at peak 

wavelengths. Here, the thickness of the Si3N4 - SiO2 - Si3N4 base layer and the plasmonic 

layer (Al) are kept constant and the pitch (period) and diameter of the holes in the 150 

nm aluminium plasmonic layer varied to tune the red, green and blue filters. The 

optimized hybrid filter mosaic parameters are given in the Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 Optimized thickness Parameters of the hybrid filters in the mosaic from 

computational simulation with COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.2, the filter characteristics in 

the mosaic from simulations and experiments. 

 

Parameters (nm) Red – 620nm Green – 520nm Blue – 440nm 

Common 

base 

structure: 

Thickness 

kept constant 

Si3N4 (layer 1) 230  230  230  

SiO2 (layer 2) 350 350 350 

Si3N4 (layer 3) 230 230 230 

SiO2 (layer 4) 350 350 350 

Si3N4 (layer 5) 230 230 230 

Aluminium (layer 

6) 

150 150 150 

Pitch  420 340 290 

Hole Diameter 240 180 150 

Simulated FWHM 35 30 17 

Experimental measured FWHM 45 60 60 

 

The FWHM of the hybrid red filter was reduced to 35nm from this simulated spectrum. 

For the green and blue filters, the FWHM was reduced to 30nm and 17nm respectively. 

Furthermore, this topology has considerably reduced the fabrication complexity as the 

thickness of the layers can be kept constant when fabricating the narrow band mosaic, 

and wavelength tuning can achieved by varying the pitch of the holes in the top single 

nanoscale thick plasmonic layer. The resonance peak shift with respect to different angle 

of incidence (0 – 80 degrees field of veiw, FOV) was estimated for the hybrid filter (green 

hybrid filter was taken as an example) as shown in Figure 4.4. The resonance peak 

position remains almost constant irrespective of the angle of incidence with slight 
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decrease in the transmission intensity. This FOV is in the acceptable limit with suitable 

optics attached to the multispectral camera. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Angle dependence of the hybrid filters. The green hybrid filter is taken as an 

example. The angle was varied from 0 to 80 degrees FOV. The resonance peak position 

remains almost constant irrespective of the angle of incidence with slight decrease in 

the transmission intensity which is in the acceptable limit with suitable optics attached 

to the multispectral camera. 

2.2 Fabrication of the Hybrid Colour Mosaic 

The hybrid filter mosaic was fabricated on a 4-inch quartz wafer. The fabrication process 

is shown in Figure 4.5. Firstly, the wafer was cleaned using Acetone and IPA (Isopropyl 

alcohol) with ultrasonic agitation followed by 2 minutes of plasma pre-cleaning. The 

wafer was then deposited with a-Si3N4 and a-SiO2 by Plasma enhanced CVD (Oxford 

Instruments PLASMALAB 100 PECVD). The circular 4-inch wafer was diced into 2 cm x 2 

cm square pieces and the centre pieces were selected for further fabrication due to their 
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uniformity of Si3N4 and SiO2 film thicknesses. The measured refractive index of Si3N4 and 

SiO2 developed by PECVD were 1.9 and 1.45, respectively. The deposition rates were 

optimized and approximately 23nm/min (10% tolerance) and 70nm/min with the 

composition shown in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3 Recipe of Si3N4 and SiO2 deposition with PECVD. 

 RF 

Forward 

Power (W) 

Chamber 

Pressure 

(mT) 

Temperature 

(℃ Celsius)  

5% SiH4 

and 95% 

Argon 

(Sccm) 

NH3 

(Sccm) 

N2O 

(Sccm) 

Depositing 

Rate 

(nm/min) 

Si3N4 20 1000 250 40 200 0 23 

SiO2 20 1000 250 150 0 800 70 

 

The thickness of Si3N4 was optimized to be 230nm and the SiO2 to 350nm. Starting with 

Si3N4, a total of five layers of Si3N4 and SiO2 were deposited on the quartz wafer. After 

fabricating the multilayer structure, a 150 nm thick aluminium layer was deposited on 

the top of the structure using an E-beam evaporator (Intlvac Nanochrome II) at a 

constant rate of 0.2Å/Sec. An ellipsometer was used to measure the refractive index of 

the aluminium and the result showed it fits Rakić’s experiment [158]. These data were 

subsequently used in the simulation model. A metallic nanohole array comprising 

varying pitch and hole diameters was fabricated on the aluminium film using EBL 

lithography process and deep reactive ion etching using the optimized values from 

simulations (Table 4.2). A thin ZEP 520A resist was spin coated on the device at 1500rpm 

for 1.5 minutes, followed by 5 minutes baking at 180℃. The pattern was exposed by EBL 

(Vistec EBPG5000plusES) with 1.5nA current and 400um aperture for 4 hours. The 

sample was then developed in n-Amyl acetate for a minute followed by a rinse with IPA 
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and DI water. The exposed pattern was etched by deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE 

Oxford Instruments PLASMALAB100 ICP380) at 40℃ with forward power of 1000W and 

20sccm Cl2 under 2mT chamber pressure for 40 seconds to form the holes. ZEP resist 

was then removed by DRIE at 40℃ with a forward power of 1000W and 50sccm O2. 

Finally, the Spin-On-Glass [156] was spin coated on the top surface at 4000rpm for 20 

seconds, followed by baking on a hotplate at 210°C for 10 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Fabrication process for our proposed narrow band filters mosaic with 

common base. 

2.3 Spectrum Measurement and Discussion. 

The fabricated hybrid colour filter on the quartz substrate was cut into 2×2 mm2 squares 

using a dicing saw. The dicing step is carried out using G1A flange blade, and is optimized 

with hairline alignment. This alignment can adjust the cut on the substrate to the center 

of the hairline to precisely dice the edge with minimal edge damage. Hence, the dicing 
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has not affected optical performances of the sensor. Figure 4.6a shows optical images 

of the RGB filter mosaic in transmission mode under an optical microscope (Olympus 

BX53M) with 40× magnification. SEM image of a section of the hybrid filter mosaic from 

top view is shown in Figure 4.6b. One unit size of the hybrid RGBG mosaic is 11.2 

µm×11.2 µm. The spectra of the hybrid RGB filters were measured using a CRAIC 

spectrometer (Apollo Raman™ Microspectrometer) and CytoViva Hyperspectral Imaging 

in transmission mode. Figure 4.6c shows the RGB spectrum from 400nm to 900nm. The 

spectral sensitivity (responsivity) of most commercial image sensors working in the 

visible and near-IR have different sensitivity with respect to wavelengths (Figure 4.7). 

Hence the experimentally measured spectra of the RBG was multiplied with responsivity 

versus wavelength for the image sensor to get the actual spectra as shown in Figure 

4.7b.  

Figure 4.6f shows the CIE chromaticity chart overlaid with the transmission data, 

demonstrating that the RGB filter values are falling in the appropriate part of the colour 

space. There is a small shift of green towards yellow due to a minor secondary peak in 

the green transmission spectrum. However, this small shift in the green coordinate is 

still falling around the achromatic point and is within acceptable limits. The experimental 

transmission efficiency for RGB filters in the mosaic is around 10 %. The low transmission 

efficiency is compensated by making each filter band of size 11.2 um covering 2 by 2 

pixels (one pixel size: 5.6 um) to increase the light absorption by the photodetectors and 

hence to increases the signal content. Further compensation can be achieved by 

increasing exposure time of the image sensor in low light conditions while capturing the 

images. The FWHM of the red filter in the mosaic has the best performance with a width 
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of around 45nm, while the blue and green filters exhibit FWHM values of 60nm and 

60nm, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.6 Integration of the hybrid narrow spectral band mosaic on the image sensor 

(a) Image of the colour mosaic under optical microscope in transmission mode with 

magnification × 40 (b) SEM image of a section of the hybrid mosaic from top view. One 

narrow band RGBG unit size is 11.2 µm×11.2 µm (c) Experimental transmission spectra 

of the narrow spectral band red, blue and green (RGB) colour filters from the colour 

mosaic. The spectral widths (FWHM) of RGB are 45 nm, 60nm and 60 nm, respectively 

(d) The colour mosaic integrated on SONY ICX618 sensor pixels using a flip chip bonder 

for alignment (size 3 cm× 3 cm) (e) The single sensor based multispectral camera. The 

mosaic integrated image sensor fitted with housing and optics with f number 1.4 for 

multispectral imaging (f) CIE chromaticity chart of the hybrid narrow band blue, green 

and red colour filters in the colour mosaic from experimental spectra. 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Experimental transmission spectra of the narrow spectral band red, blue 

and green (RGB) colour filters from the colour mosaic. The spectral widths of RGB are 

45 nm, 60nm and 60 nm, respectively (b) The relative transmission spectrum after 

multiplying with image sensor response with respect to wavelength (c) responsivity 

versus wavelength of ICX618 (d) responsivity versus wavelength of MT9P031. 

The measured FWHM values are slightly wider than the results obtained from computer 

simulations for two primary reasons. Firstly, variations in the deposition rate of Si3N4 

and the fact that SiO2 growth using PECVD has larger tolerances than in the E-beam 

evaporator. While a high temperature (250℃) during the deposition of Si3N4  and SiO2  
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results in a good quality of dielectric, it restricts the available methods for verifying the 

exact deposition thickness to the Filmetrics software sensor system in the PECVD, which 

is less accurate than AFM. Secondly, as shown in the SEM image in Figure 4.8, the pitch 

and the hole shape in the plasmonic layer can vary due to fabrication tolerances (such 

as minor under cut in holes and nanoscale thickness variations) from the ideal 

(simulated) case shown in Figure below: 

 

Figure 4.8 SEM images showing fabrication variation. 

It can be seen that the target pitch size is 340nm, while the actual size varies from 334nm 

to 353nm. Furthermore, the shape of the hole is not a perfect circle. These fabrication 

tolerances result in the difference between experiments and simulations. Colour cross 

talk among pixels is reduced by mounting the filter mosaic upside down to minimize the 
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effect of substrate thickness. This prevents the off normal incident light of one pixel 

entering the neighboring pixels. Further cross talk reduction was achieved by making 

each filter band of size 11.2 um covering 2 by 2 pixels (one pixel size: 5.6 um) to increase 

the light absorption by the photodetectors and hence to increases the signal content. 

2.4 Integration of the hybrid colour mosaic onto a CMOS image sensor 

The narrow band filter mosaic was then integrated onto a CMOS chip using a flip chip 

bonder (Figure 4.9) for accurate alignment as shown in Figure 4.6d.  

 

Figure 4.9 Flip chip bonder (FINEPLACER@lambda) used to align the filter mosaic on 

the image sensor. 

The top of the filter mosaic was coated with SOG to match the refractive index (thus 

increasing the transmission) and also to reduce the spectral width as well as preventing 

shorting the sensor while integration (the hybrid filter was integrated on the image 

sensor upside down to avoid cross talk). The image sensor used was SONY ICX618 with 

pixel size of 5.6µm and resolution of 0.3 Megapixels (640×480). The image sensor 

protective glass was removed for the filter integration (Figure 4.10).  
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Figure 4.10 (a) SONY CMOS sensor with resolution 640×480 and a pixel size of 5.6 µm 

after removing the protective glass (b) The colour mosaic integrated on SONY CMOS 

sensor pixels using a flip chip bonder for alignment (size 3 cm× 3 cm). 

To compensate for the low transmission of the filters and also to increase the light 

absorption in photodetectors (pixels), each filter in the mosaic covered a 2×2 block of 

photodetectors in the CMOS image sensor, resulting in 160×120 pixels per band. For the 

integration, the PMMA based homemade adhesive (the PMMA powder was diluted in a 

small amount of anisole, followed by staying in the 100 class cleaning room for two 

weeks for making the adhesive) is used between the filter mosaic and the image sensor 

while doing the integration using flip chip bonder. A thin layer of PMMA is spin coated 

on top of the image sensor and then integrate the filter on it after aligning with flip-chip 

bonder (Figure 4.9). The performance of the colour filter was also verified by integrating 

on another image sensor MT9P031. 

The optics used for the camera has f number 1.4 with f = 6mm (f-focal length) and the 

developed single sensor based multispectral camera is shown in Figure 4.6e. The camera 

was characterized using a 24- patch Macbeth Color Checker as an object (Figure 4.11g). 
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8bit multispectral raw object data was captured by the camera and then transmitted to 

a laptop for image processing using MATLAB as shown in Figure 4.11a. Figure 4.11f 

shows a plot of the signals from the pixels across the transect indicated by the dashed 

red line across the Macbeth Chart in Figure 4.11a. The dotted red line spans across the 

grey colour patches on the Macbeth colour Checker and which shows the pixel intensity 

variations are captured in the raw image. A demosaicing algorithm was used to extract 

red, blue and green channels from the multispectral raw data of the Macbeth Chart 

(Figure 4.11b). The red, green and blue channels were recombined to get a colour image 

as shown in Figure 4.11c. Due to initial uncertainty of the RGB colour balance, colour 

correction and white balancing were required. Standard RGB spectrum could be sRGB, 

adobe RGB and so on, which indicate the values for R, G and B channel from 0 to 255 for 

8 bit image. The three points of R, G and B for sRGB and adobe RGB are different, which 

results in a slightly different colour while using the same image processing such as 

interpolation or demosaicing. It is apparent that the CIE chart for the fabricated RGB 

filter in this chapter is also different from sRGB or adobe RGB, therefore requires colour 

corrections. Here colour balance and vibrance functions in the photoshop software were 

used for the colour correction and the white balance. Figure 4.11d and e show images 

after colour correction and white balancing, respectively. 
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Figure 4.11 Image reconstruction process from the single sensor based multispectral 

camera (a) 8 bit multispectral raw data of 24 - patch Macbeth Chart captured by the 

multispectral camera (b) Three narrow wavelength channels (RGB) extracted from the 

raw image (c) The three channels are recombined to get a RGB colour image (d) The 

colour image after colour correction and (e) white balance, (f) the plot shows signals 

from pixel numbers along the dotted red line in the raw image (g) original image of the 

24 -patch Macbeth Color Chart. 

 

Figure 4.11 demonstrated that each band can be retrieved from the 8 bit multispectral 

raw image data. Another requirement of the multispectral image camera is extraction 

of each narrow band and then overlay for different spectral band combinations (red-

green (RG), Green-Blue (GB) etc). Figure 4.12 shows that the recovered Macbeth Chart 
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from Figure 4.11e can be used to recover different multispectral band combinations 

such as RG, RB and GB (Figure 4.12b) which is desirable in many applications for finding 

NDVI (normalised differential vegetation index) for precision agriculture to find plant 

diseases [26, 163], finding required information in a band for object identification and 

also in finding emissions in a narrow band for biomedical applications. Figure 4.12c 

shows the CIE chart of the recovered Macbeth Chart. The chart demonstrates that the 

recovered colour values are falling in the appropriate part of the colour space in 

comparison to a standard CIE chart of the Macbeth Chart (Figure 4.13). 

 

Figure 4.12 Demonstration of image overlay of different bands (a) recovered Macbeth 

Chart from the single sensor based multispectral camera from Figure 4.11 (b) RG, GB 

and RB combinations of Macbeth ColorChecker (c) CIE chart for the recovered 24-

patch Macbeth colours. 
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Figure 4.13 CIE chart of a standard Macbeth chart. Triangles indicate the original 

Macbeth chart in the CIE chart. Circles indicate the recovered Macbeth chart in the CIE 

chart. 

The single sensor based multispectral camera was mounted on a DJI Phantom 3 for 

testing the sensor performance from a real aerial platform in an outdoor environment 

(an outer urban park) as shown in Figure 4.14a and b. The sensor was mounted without 

gimbal as shown in Figure 4.14a. Figure 4.14c shows the raw multispectral images of the 

Macbeth colour chart (printed on a A0 paper) on the ground captured from a 15 m 

height above the ground, the other patches are calibration images. Figure 4.14d shows 

pixel intensity values across a line over the white and black crossing and the Macbeth 

Chart images captured by the single sensor based multispectral camera. The pixel 

intensity variations with respect to positions are consistent with colour intensity 

variations in the Macbeth Chart and black and colour variations without any white 

balance. From the intensity variations, it was demonstrated that the image clarity was 

well within acceptable limits, which could clearly indicate the difference from black 
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colour to grey and white colour. Furthermore, the suitability of the raw multispectral 

image for making handheld sensors for precision agriculture was demonstrated by 

creating a Red-Blue vegetation index (RBVI), (R- B)×255/(R+B). An area with green grass 

and dry grass was captured by holding the drone mounted camera 1.5 m above the 

ground and the recorded multispectral raw image is shown in Figure 4.14e. R, G and B 

individual bands were recovered from the raw multispectral image to get RBVI as shown 

in Figure 4.14f. RBVI image shows that area of high dense green grass (red colour in the 

image) compared to dry grass (blue colour) which demonstrates the capability of the 

sensor platform in real applications. 
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Figure 4.14 Demonstration of  multispectral imaging of the camera using a drone 

platform (a) The single sensor based multispectral camera mounted on a DJI Phantom 

Drone without using any Gimbal (b) Image capturing using the camera (c) 8 bit raw 

Image captured from 15 m by the single sensor based camera showing the clarity of 

different patterns on ground (d) the plot shows signals from pixel numbers along the 

dotted red line in the raw image of crossing (blue line) and Macbeth Chart (red line) (e) 

8 bit raw multispectral image of healthy grass and dry grass captured by the camera  (f) 
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R, G and B bands are recovered from the raw multispectral image to get  RB vegetation 

index (RBVI) . RBVI images shows area of high dense green grass (red colour in the 

image) compared to dry grass (blue colour). 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the chapter demonstrated a single sensor based narrow band 

multispectral imaging using a hybrid RGB colour mosaic integrated onto a CMOS sensor. 

The colour mosaic was designed in such a way that multiple bands can be fabricated on 

a quartz wafer in a single run and offers easy tuning of colours, in contrast to 

conventional techniques that demand several independent runs with complex 

alignment processes. The hybrid filter mosaic was made of a heterostructured dielectric 

multilayer structure consisting of a Si3N4 – SiO2 - Si3N4 sandwich as a common base layer 

for the filter mosaic to reduce the spectral width followed by a metal layer made of 

aluminum film perforated with holes on the base structure  as a plasmonic layer. The 

colour tuning is achieved by varying the pitch of holes and hence can be fabricated in a 

single run with no complex alignment required for the different bands. The thickness 

values required for the base and the plasmonic layers were optimized to obtain narrow 

spectral widths. The spectral widths of the RGB mosaic are 60 nm, 60 nm and 45 nm for 

the red, green and blue, respectively. The mosaic is then integrated onto a Sony sensor 

using a flip-chip bonder for better alignment accuracy with a thin layer of PMMA for 

adhesion, and refractive index matching. The single sensor based narrow multispectral 

imaging capability was demonstrated using a Macbeth colour chart followed by 

retrieving individual bands using demosaicing techniques and their combination to 

retrieve the Macbeth Chart after colour correction and white balance. The sensor was 
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then fitted onto a lightweight DJI Phantom 3 Drone to demonstrate its imaging 

capabilities in a field using RB Vegetation Index. Because only a single sensor chip was 

used for the camera, it required only around one third of the weight and power of a 

conventional multispectral camera. In general, weight, power and complexity were 

reduced by a factor of n times, (where n is the number of bands) compared to a 

conventional multispectral camera using multiple sensors, electronics and optics. The 

demonstrated sensor will have applications in drone-based imaging for precision 

agriculture, developing portable low-cost sensors for wound healing, blood vein 

detection, mining and forensic applications. 

Furthermore, the low transmission in the measurement is due to the thick metal used 

in the design. However, to maintain a narrow FWHM, 150nm Al is optimized after 

rigorous simulations. There are several ways to increase the transmission efficiency and 

maintain a narrow FWHM and that aspect is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 Hybrid colour filters for multispectral 

imaging 

Multispectral cameras capture images in multiple wavelengths in narrow spectral bands. 

They offer advanced sensing well beyond normal cameras and many single sensor based 

multispectral cameras have been commercialized aimed at a broad range of applications, 

such as agroforestry research, medical analysis and so on. However, the existing single 

sensor based multispectral cameras require accurate alignment to overlay each filter on 

image sensor pixels, which makes their fabrication very complex, especially when the 

number of bands is large. This paper demonstrates a new filter technology using a hybrid 

combination of single plasmonic layer and dielectric layers by computational simulations. 

A filter mosaic of various bands with narrow spectral width can be achieved with single 

run manufacturing processes (i.e., exposure, development, deposition and other minor 

steps), regardless of the number of bands. 

1. Introduction 

Multispectral camera (MC) technology has the ability to collect information well beyond 

human eyes or normal colour cameras. This is because human eyes and conventional 

colour cameras receive an image in three colour bands (red, green and blue (RGB)) with 

broad spectral widths. Hence, it is difficult to distinguish fine spectral features within the 

image captured across the bands due to their overlap. For example, the spectral width 

in the conventional cameras is around 80 nm to 100 nm for each of the RGB bands. 

Multispectral cameras based on a single image sensor capture images in multiple 

wavelengths using narrow band filters fitted on each image sensor pixel [41-43, 175]. It 
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is possible to extract additional spectral information otherwise not possible from these 

multiple images [25-26, 29-30, 35, 37, 41-43, 91, 175]. The spectral width of each band 

is measured at FWHM of the spectral distribution, where FWHM is defined as the 

wavelength range at which the received optical power is half of its maximum.  

MC technology sub-divides the information collected by the image sensor into narrow 

bands defined by the small FWHM values of its constituent filters. The filtered 

information can then be grouped, processed and highlighted to show a large contrast 

with its reference background. Examples are already abound across diverse applications. 

In gastroenterology research, each observed case (i.e., tissue type) may relate to a 

particular range of electromagnetic radiation or to a different reflectance spectrum. In 

this case, ulceration of the colon has been shown to exhibit a larger reflectance at the 

boundary between red and NIR wavelengths (around 600nm to 1000nm) [26] and can 

therefore be made to appear much brighter against a non-diseased background. In the 

pathology area, the location of veins can be difficult to detect for many reasons, such as 

dark skin, excess loss of blood or even extreme dehydration. To solve this problem, MC 

been applied as either a combination of a commercial camera and a NIR bandpass filter 

or a standard camera together with a NIR illuminator. As NIR light will easily penetrate 

the skin, medical staff are able to more easily to identify the exact position of veins [25]. 

In agroforestry research, it is known that diseased or stressed plants reflect more NIR 

light than healthy leaves. Thus, MC systems have been installed on drone aircraft to fly 

over the crops, observing harvest conditions in real time [29].  

There are three different types of MC system currently on the market. The first uses 

multiple cameras with a single narrow-band filter in front of each camera [30, 35]. This 

type of system can be easily customized simply by replacing the spectral filter with one 
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appropriate to the specific application. The main disadvantage is that these multiple 

camera platforms tend to be bulk and power hungry, which limits their use [91]. 

Moreover, each camera has their own imaging viewpoint which creates co-registration 

problems [37-38]. While second MC systems with single camera plus a rotating optical 

filter disk can eliminate the viewpoint disparity problem, they are still quite bulky and 

introduce time shifts that complicate the processing of moving images, such as when 

the system is integrated with a drone for agroforestry applications [30]. 

The third type of MC available on the market is based on a single camera sensor called 

single sensor based multispectral camera (SSMCs) [41-43, 175]. While the filter 

technologies employed in these systems are almost universally commercial-in-

confidence, the limited information available in the open literature (e.g., [175]) indicates 

that the filter wavelength is typically tuned by changing the filter material and/or its 

thickness. This kind of technology is also described in many recent research papers [57-

58] and patents [67-70]. It is worth mentioning that the photodetector under each pixel 

collects the optical signal after it has passed through both a micro-lens and the filter 

layer(s) [1]. There are typically two ways to install a filter array on top of an image sensor. 

It can be either fabricated onto a substrate and then aligned with the image sensor, or 

the array can be directly fabricated onto the surface of the sensor itself. Either method 

requires a large number of separate fabrication processes for each individual spectral 

band, such as pixel-to-pixel mask alignment, UV exposure, and filter installation. 

Therefore, the fabrication can become extremely complicated for making a filter mosaic 

with required number of bands, particularly in the case of hyperspectral filters where 

the number of filters (bands) may reach into the hundreds [91, 175]. The filter 
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technology makes the SSMCs very expensive and hence limits their usage in wide 

applications. 

This has triggered research on new filter technologies suitable for SSMCs. The two main 

requirements of the filter technology are developing technologies with less complex 

fabrication process and getting spectral width (FWHM) narrow for bands. There has 

been much activity aimed at improving the FWHM of the bands, as evidenced by recent 

patents and published papers [1, 17-21, 23, 57-58, 67-70, 73, 80, 88-90, 94, 107]. By far 

the smallest FWHM reported to date in the visible/NIR range is approximately 0.11nm 

observed only over 10 nm wavelength range in a dielectric grating structure [73]. A 

metallic grating structure has also been demonstrated in which an aluminium grating 

built on an Al2O3 buffer layer, in turn located on a quartz substrate, results in a minimum 

FWHM of 20nm [90]. Metal-Dielectric-Metal (MDM) or even MDMDM metallic gratings 

have also been designed and optimized to exhibit good FWHM values of under 30nm 

[89]. However, as these metallic grating structures have been shown to be polarization 

dependent, SSMCs based on them may fail to collect an optical signal if the incident light 

is in an opposite polarization direction.  

Metallic hole array based multispectral filters have been proposed [21, 23, 73, 91] that 

show FWHM value smaller than 50nm. Although these multispectral filters have been 

applied to colour and multispectral imaging applications [91], they are unable to operate 

cover the whole visible and NIR range. Si nanowire based narrow bandpass filter arrays 

have also been integrated on a monochrome image sensor for multispectral imaging, 

but with mechanical scanning and have a FWHM greater than 50nm [80]. 

In this paper, we demonstrate a new filter technology suitable for multispectral imaging 

using a hybrid combination of single plasmonic layer and dielectric multilayers. The 
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hybrid filters can produce spectral width (FWHM) values smaller than 50nm, with a 

minimum FWHM as low as 17nm at some wavelengths. Moreover, these proposed 

multispectral filters are easily tuneable and a multiband filter mosaic can be 

manufactured using a single stage maskless fabrication process regardless of the 

number of spectral bands, including one-time exposure, chemical development and 

filter deposition. We have demonstrated two filter structures as examples, one 

exploiting localized surface plasmons resonances and other using surface plasmon 

resonances using the proposed hybrid topology to demonstrate their operation in the 

visible and NIR wavelengths by computational simulations. 

2. Design of Hybrid Multispectral Filters 

2.1 Angle Independent Narrow Bandpass Filters based on the Localized 

Surface Plasmon Resonances 

In the first of the proposed filters presented here, Aluminium (Al) disks structures were 

investigated. Previously, these have been used to develop subtractive colour filtering as 

the different resonant wavelengths (valley wavelengths) depend largely on the disk 

diameter [100]. Subtractive primary colours typically include cyan, magenta and yellow, 

and are the inverse transmission spectra of red, green and blue respectively. This work 

has resulted in the multispectral filter mosaic (RGB colour filter plus NIR filter) using Al 

disk in a square array using the proposed hybrid technique; Al disc (plasmonic layer using 

localized surface plasmons) and dielectric layers (silicon nitride (Si3N4) and spin-on-glass 

(SOG)). 

An initial narrow-band filter was designed and optimized using finite element method 

(FEM) implemented in the simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5. The device 
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geometries were designed and simulated in 3D using radiofrequency module (RF 

module) in COMSOL Multiphysics. Periodic boundary condition (PBC) and semi-infinite 

boundary condition (perfect electric conductor and perfect magnetic conductor) were 

used for studying the effects of infinite and semi-infinite filter size. Perfectly Matched 

layers were used to suppress any unwanted reflections in the simulation model. 

Scattering boundary condition was used to terminate the simulation boundaries where 

reflection effects are minimal.  Transmission coefficient is obtained from S- parameters 

using the port boundary conditions. We found by appropriately arranging the Al disks in 

a square array as shown in Fig. 1(a), the peak transmission wavelength can be tuned by 

varying the diameter of the Al disk, while the optimal spacing between two adjacent 

disks was found to be around 1/10th of the peak wavelength. In these simulations, the 

substrate is quartz with a refractive index of 1.5. A 250nm thick Si3N4 layer with a 

refractive index of 2 was deposited as a buffer layer on the quartz. Onto this buffer layer, 

a thin plasmonic layer of 50nm Al disks with refractive index [158] was designed to tune 

the peak wavelength. Lastly, a coating of 200nm Spin on glass (SOG) covered the sample. 

The general 3D structure of the filter is shown in Fig. 1(b). PMLs were applied at the top 

and bottom, SBCs layers to the remaining sides of the simulation model. Port boundary 

conditions with propagation constants of 2π×1.42/λ for SOG and 2π×1.5/λ for quartz 

were used between the top PML and SOG as well as between the bottom PML and the 

quartz. Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied on the four sides of the middle 

Al disk (unit cell as shown in Fig 1 (a) dotted lines) and Si3N4 block. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the proposed narrow-band filter based on the hybrid Al disk (a) 

top view of the filter (dotted line shows the unit cell used in the simulation) (b) 3D 

representation of the filter structure with the plasmonic layer (Al disc) and dielectric 

layers (Si3N4 and SOG). 
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Figure 5.2 (a) Normalized electric field of localised surface plasmons for blue (460 nm), 

green (520 nm), yellow (570 nm), red (635 nm) and NIR (750 nm) (b) Transmission 

spectra of hybrid Al disk based multispectral filters with respect to the wavelengths 

mentioned in (a). 

 

The transmission efficiency was calculated using s-parameter, |S21|2. Figure 5.2a shows 

the normalized electric field at peak wavelengths for blue (460 nm), green (520 nm), 

yellow (570 nm), red (635 nm) and NIR (750 nm) showing the localized surface plasmons. 

The resulting FWHM for green and yellow (Figure 5.2b) are about 18nm and 15nm, 

respectively, with transmission efficiency values larger than 45%. The wavelength tuning 

was mainly achieved by tuning diameter of the disk (Figure 5.1a). Table 5.1 shows the 

optimized filter parameters along with their optical characteristics. 

Table 5.1 Results of blue, green, yellow, red and NIR narrow bandpass filters. 

Parameter Blue Green Yellow Red NIR 

Peak Wavelength 
(nm) 

460 520 570 635 750 

Period (nm) 240 280 310 350 420 

Disk Diameter (nm) 200 220 260 280 340 

Peak Transmission 42% 48% 60% 65% 68% 

FWHM (nm) 25 18 15 30 45 
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Figure 5.3  (a) CIE chromaticity chart for green, blue, yellow and red (b) Transmission vs 

Wavelength over FFOV:  0° ≤ Angle of Incidence ≤ 80° 

Figure 5.3a shows the CIE chromaticity chart overlaid with the transmission data of blue, 

green and red showing that the filter values are falling in the appropriate part of the 

color space. The transmission efficiency with respect to angle of incidence was 

investigated using the green filter (520nm) as shown in Figure 5.3b. The full field of view 

(FFOV) values varied from 0° (i.e., normal to the surface) to 80° off-axis. It was observed 

that the peak wavelength position not shifted with respect to the angle with minimum 

reduction in the transmission intensity up to 30%. Furthermore, when the FFOV is 80°, 

the green filter may adversely affect the optical response of the NIR.  

It can be seen from Table 1 that the proposed hybrid filter geometry made of Al nano-

disks and a Si3N4 layer exhibits FWHM values smaller than 50nm in the visible and NIR 

wavelength and is therefore a promising candidate for making multispectral filter 

mosaic. When the peak wavelength is smaller than 600nm, the FWHM reduces to about 

15nm, which is suitable for making multispectral cameras with high number of bands. 

Moreover, the proposed narrow-band filter behavior is independent of the angle of 

incidence and, as all the structures (substrate, Si3N4, Al, SOG) have the same base 
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thickness, the array requires only a single-exposure fabrication process without any 

mask alignment. 

2.2 Metallic Nanohole Array Integrated on a Dielectric Multilayer for IR 

Multispectral Imaging 

The second of the two structures presented in this paper is a hybrid filter illustrated in 

Fig. 4 using surface plasmon resonances. This filter is made up of a plasmonic filter on a 

dielectric multilayer on top of a quartz substrate (refractive index 1.5) covered with Spin 

on Glass with refractive index 1.42 (Fig. 4). A dielectric multilayer is formed from a layer 

of SiO2 with refractive index (n1) of 1.45 surrounded by two TiO2 layers with larger 

refractive indexes (n2) of 2.1. The thickness of the TiO2 layers are both 190nm, which is 

a quarter of the target NIR wavelength of 760nm. The SiO2 layer is determined by the 

equation d1n1=d2n2, where d1 and d2 are the thicknesses of the SiO2 and TiO2 layers, 

respectively, and n1/2 are the corresponding refractive indices, resulting in a SiO2 

thickness of approximately 280nm. This part of the filter on its own behaves as an anti-

reflection layer with a passband from approximately 650nm to 1000nm as illustrated by 

the transmission spectrum (Fig. 5.) of the dielectric multilayer before the plasmonic 

layer is added. The plasmonic filter comprises an array of nano-holes in a hexagonal 

arrangement [38] inserted in the 150nm Au film. Fig. 5 (a) shows the normalized electric 

field of the surface plasmons in the hole array (top view) at peak wavelengths for NIR 1-

5. 
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Figure 5.4 Nanostructure of the proposed hybrid IR multispectral filter (a) top view (b) 

3D structure of the filter structure (Al – Plasmonic layer and TiO2, SiO2, SOG are 

dielectric layers) 

 

Figure 5.5 (a) Normalized electric field of the surface plasmons in the hole array at 

peak wavelengths for NIR 1-5 (b) The simulated transmission spectrum of the hybrid IR 

multispectral filters. The inset shows the transmission spectrum of TiO2-SiO2-TiO2 

dielectric multi-layer without the plasmonic layer. 
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Table 5.2 Results of Au hole array integrated with TiO2-SiO2-TiO2 multilayer. 

Peak wavelength (nm) 745 790 825 880 910 

Period (nm) 480 520 550 600 630 

Hole diameter (nm) 180 200 220 240 240 

Peak transmission efficiency (%) 55 60 70 80 78 

FWHM (nm) 20 20 22 25 20 

 

The transmission efficiency and the resulting spectrum of the hybrid filter is plotted in 

Fig. 5 (b). The inset of Fig. 5 (b) shows the spectrum from TiO2-SiO2-TiO2 dielectric 

multilayers without the plasmonic layer. The FWHM and peak transmission efficiency 

results for the device are presented in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the FWHM of a 

multispectral filter in the NIR wavelength can be less than 25nm (typically around 20nm) 

with a best-case transmission efficiency of 80%. The dielectric multilayer remains the 

same in each case, showing that the peak wavelength can be tuned by simply adjusting 

the period between adjacent holes. However, hole array based filters are limited in the 

angle independant performance due to the SPPs.  Colour filters based on LSPs are more 

angle independent than SPPs based ones. We have carried out further simulations to 

study the effect of non-infinite filter size on the transmission coefficient and spectral 

width by replacing the periodic boundary conditions with semi-infinite boundary 

condition. The transmission efficiency and spectral width are almost the same for the 

metallic disk based structure due the LSP, where one single disc can produce colour. But 

hole array requires interference of surface plasmons and hence multiple holes are 

required for producing a colour. For the hole array based structure, the spectral width 

and transmission efficiency were reduced as the pixel size decreased.  This requires 
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covering the hole array based filter on at least 2x2 pixels on the image sensor with filter 

pixel size of 4.8 um along with suitable optics to produce required spectral width and 

acceptable transmission. 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this paper has presented a multispectral filter technology using a hybrid 

combination of single plasmonic layer and dielectric layers by computational simulations. The 

hybrid filter technology has reduced the fabrication complexity to a single stage process for 

making any number of bands in a filter mosaic with narrow spectral widths and easy wavelength 

tuneability. We have demonstrated working of the proposed hybrid design in the visible and NIR 

using two filter examples, one using localized surface plasmons resonances and other surface 

plasmon resonances. This proposed technology will significantly reduce the fabrication 

complexity and cost of multispectral filter mosaic compared to the existing complex SSMC filter 

techniques. The current technology will further make the SSMCs applied in wider applications 

in precision agriculture, medicine, forestry, night vision and remote sensing. While in the 

future, the number of bands should be increased and spectral width is expected to be 

reduced to less than 10nm for making low cost single sensor based hyper spectral 

cameras. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Research 

Directions 

This thesis investigated the development of a new low-cost single sensor based 

multispectral image camera exploring the nanophotonics. Different filter mosaic 

structures were designed, optimised and fabricated.  The performance of the filter 

mosaics were tested by integrating with monochrome image sensors and processing the 

captured images using the standard Macbeth chart.  

 The study started with a novel strategy developed using computational simulations to 

overcome the challenge with low transmittance plasmonic coaxial hole array based 

colour filters without compromising its advantages, such as polarization and incident 

angel independence. Therefore, in the future with more advanced nanotechnology, this 

kind of nanostructure should be further researched and fabricated, as it combines the 

advantage of SPP based colour filter (e.g. metallic nanohole array) and LSP based colour 

filter (e.g. Al disk). 

The CMY colour filter with new nanostructure was also demonstrated. This structure is 

based on the symmetric metal-dielectric-metal nanorod. In this case, the transmission 

spectrum can be sharp, and its transmission contrast can be maximized. Later, this CMY 

filter was integrated on a monochrome image sensor to make a CMY camera. A raw 

image was taken with CMY camera, after image processing, the colour of the images can 

be recovered.  

A single sensor based multispectral cameras were presented in Chapter 4 and Appendix. 

As introduced in Chapter 1, the current multispectral imaging system (MIS) with multiple 
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cameras has the following problem, such as power hungry, bulk size, image co-

registration. Even though single sensor based multispectral camera in the markets can 

solve this problem, each band has its own thickness or material and requires mask 

alignment, making the whole filter fabrication complicated when the number of bands 

is more than hundred. The filter technology in Chapter 4 can solve these problems 

addressed above, the multispectral filter mosaic with spectral width (FWHM) of 45nm 

was integrated on a monochrome image sensor for colour imaging and multispectral 

imaging. Appendix demonstrates a novel mass producible filter mosaic technology to 

further reduce spectral width (FWHM) to 17nm. A 6 band filter mosaic was also 

integrated on an image sensor for the multispectral imaging applications.  

Future development would focus on combining the advantage of filter technology in 

Chapter 4, which requires single exposure fabrication but has FWHM smaller. The 

multispectral filter design in Chapter 5 may be a good start to solve this issue. This novel 

filter technology results in a minimum FWHM of 15nm, and can cover visible and NIR 

wavelength, it is only presented with simulations, and can be fabricated in the future. 
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Appendix 

This appendix presents a new mass producible (using photolithography and metal 

deposition) narrow band filter technology suitable for multispectral camera system 

development. The design and fabrication details are kept as a trade secret due to a 

startup formed called PIXsensor.  

1. Introduction 

The current multispectral imaging system (MIS) has the following disadvantages: power 

hungry, bulk size and have image co-registration problem for some applications, such as 

aerial imaging. For example, 6 bands tetracam MIS has the size of 131.4 x 78.3 x 87.6 

mm, and weight of 600g and power requirement of 21 W [1]. Therefore, these 

disadvantages greatly limits its applications. Current single sensor based multispectral 

cameras in the market was presented in Chapter 1, their filter technology was 

confidential. It can be predicted from many US patents and literatures, their filter 

structures are based on the multilayer coating, and the number of layers is usually more 

than ten as shown in Chapter 1. The whole filter array fabrication requires multiple 

stages with mask alignment, making the fabrication cost. The single sensor based 

multispectral camera with single exposure fabrication was demonstrated in Chapter 4, 

which only requires maskless nanolithography technology to fabricate the whole filter 

array, and the minimum spectral width (FWHM) in experiments is 45nm. This chapter 

would introduce novel filter structures based on the Fabry–Pérot theory. Even though 

the whole filter array fabrication still needs multiple stages and mask alignment, the 

minimum FWHM with experimental measurement is 17nm and the total number of 

layers is 5.  
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This chapter has two parts. In the first part, design and fabrication of large size narrow 

band pass wavelength filters operating at different wavelengths is presented based on 

the metal-dieletric multilayer approach. Secondly, single sensor based multispectral 

camera (design and fabrication of narrow band pass filters mosaic and their integration 

technique on an image sensor for making multispectral camera) using the above recipe 

with photolithography (mass producible, used in chip fabrication) is presented. 

2. Design and Fabrication of Large Size Narrow Bandpass Wavelength 

Filters 

2.1 Simulation Methods and Results 

Optical bandpass filter permits a simple and novel technology with E-beam evaporator 

which is based on thin film deposition of the common materials (e.g. TiO2, SiO2 and Au) 

to produce band pass filters with low cost, narrow bandwidth and sufficient 

transmission percentage. Our current capability allows us to produce and tune to any 

wavelength from 400 nm to 1200 nm. Additional work will allow us to be able to produce 

and tune to any wavelength between 1 microns and 14 microns to make filters in the 

mid -infrared region.   

The working principle of our proposed optical filter is based on two major theory. As the 

literature points out that an adhesion layer (seed layer) is critical for depositing materials 

like Au/ Ag on substrates. Materials with current adhesion methods can produce a range 

of optical performance. Most of the researchers use Cr, Ti and Ge to increase the 

adhesion. However, it has been proved that the adhesion layer of thickness (even 2-5 

nm) will significantly increases the bandwidth and therefore reduce the optical 

performance. Hence these materials could be replaced by optical grade material 
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Titanium Oxide, which not only has different refractive index with different oxygen 

density during the deposition, but also could stick both on quartz (or glass) and metals 

(Au, Ag, Al).  

For dielectric based Fabry-Perot, the thickness of mirror and cavity is determined by 

their refractive index with relationship: n1 × l1 = n2 × l2, where n1 and n2 is the 

refractive index of mirror and cavity, l1 and l2 is the thickness of mirror and cavity. 

Furthermore, the thickness of mirror depends on the desired peak wavelength, 𝜆 =

4n1l1. When using metal instead of dielectric for the mirror, the refractive index of 

metal has both real and imaginary part and is defined as: n1 = n + ki. Then the 

suitable thickness for mirror and cavity can be determined as:  |n1| × l1 = n2 × l2, 

√𝑛2 + 𝑘2 × l1 = n2 × l2. The equation above is effective when ignoring the adhesion 

layer thickness. To incorporate the effect of adhesion layer, simulation software 

COMSOL is used to find the peak wavelength. The large difference between the 

refractive index of mirror and cavity introduces smaller bandwidth. As Au cannot 

adhere on most material, during this work, when using Silicon Dioxide as the cavity 

material, a thin 10nm Titanium Oxide has been deposited as well. The basic structure 

and results of our proposed optical filter in the visible and near IR range (VIS and NIR) 

are shown below (Figure A1). In the structure below, the thickness of metal is chosen 

as at least twice as its skin depth. The thickness of middle dielectric layer varies from 

20nm to 200nm depends on the wavelength. Figure A2 shows the optical theory of 

Fabry–Pérot, that the incident light from the top is reflected several times and most of 

the electric field is concentrated in the cavity. 
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Figure A1 Proposed structures of optical bandpass filter. 

 

Figure A2 Electric strength distribution (V/m) of our designed filter 

2.2 Experimental Results: 

Bandpass filters operating in VIS and NIR region are shown below (Figure A3). The 

experimental measurements are also presented in Figure A4 and Table A1. The NIR 

filter performs better with minimum FWHM 17nm. With such simple structure, the 

fabrication complication and costs can be reduced significantly. Moreover, FWHM can 
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be reduced further when the peak wavelength is shifted towards Mid IR wavelength 

(2.5µm). This will have more applications in the gas detection, healthcare and other 

research area. 

 

Figure A3 Optical bandpass filters with threads. 

 

Figure A4 Experimentally measured transmission spectra of the VIS and NIR filters 

showing the narrow bandwidth. 

Table A1 Experimental results of multispectral filters 

Peak wavelength 

(nm) 

500 580 620 700 790 840 

FWHM (nm) 55 40 25 20 19 17 
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Later, the narrow bandpass filters are placed in front of a camera lens to image plants 

at different wavelength. 

 

Figure A5 Comparison of the performance with our filters and Thorlabs [2] in 

agriculture application 

The colour checker was also used to examine the performance of our bandpass filter. 

The following image shows optical bandpass filters for multispectral imaging.  The 

standard Macbeth colour chart is used as a reference. The results from the individual 

colours is shown in the middle. A6 shows the results of different channel combinations 

from raw data that is a common image processing practice in the multispectral imaging 

applications. 
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Figure A6 Colour imaging and band combination with PIXsensor bandpass filter 

 

3. Single Sensor based Multispectral Camera 

3.1 Design and Fabrication of Narrow Bandpass Filters Mosaic  

The low-cost narrow wavelength mosaic filters was developed for use in single sensor 

based multispectral imaging. By using the Level-to-Level alignment technology with 

Direct Write Lithography, multiple filters could be deposited on a quartz substrate 

separately. 

Furthermore, this multispectral narrow wavelength band pass filters mosaic can be 

integrated on a coin size image sensor with electronics after removing the protective 

glass on the sensor. Our designed multispectral filter on single sensor with different 

combinations are shown in Figure A7 and Figure A8. 

 

Figure A7 PIXsensor multispectral camera with 6 bands 
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.  

Figure A8 (a) the standard board camera that can be easily modified today. (b) CMOS 

image sensor board with protective glass on the sensor after removing the optics, (c) 

the same CMOS image sensor with the protective glass removed. Images D, E, and F 

are filters mosaic (d) a RGB multispectral filter, (e) Red+IR1 multispectral filter, (f) Red 

+IR1+IR2 multispectral filter. 

3.2 Test with PIXsensor Multispectral Camera 

Then the multispectral camera was used to image the plants in the University of 

Melbourne. Figure A9a is the environment taken with iphone 8 plus, where the left 

part trees are greener and healthier than those on the right part.  Figure A9b is the 

multispectral raw image taken with 6 band multispectral camera. After using image 

processing to collect the images for each band, it can be seen the result is consistent 

with the theory, as healthy leaf emits more NIR than dead leaf, the left part is brighter 

for NIR images (800nm) in Figure A10. 
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Figure A9 (a) Colour image taken with iphone 8 plus, (b) Raw image taken with 6 band 

PIXsensor multispectral camera. 

 

 

Figure A10 Images for 6 separate band after band collection. 
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